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CIES Working Documents 

Cies Working Papers is an electronic publication of the Center for Research and Sociological 

Studies, where researchers in the field of Social Sciences have the opportunity to socialize the advances 

related to their research as well as the academic and scientific activities in which they participate by 

disseminating their work. 

It is the intention in generating this space that, those of us who are committed to the task of 

building scientific knowledge from the South, find ourselves in it to write about the  inquiries madewithin 

the framework of individual and collective inquiries linked to the thematic fields of the areas that  

convene: Environment and Society, Everyday Life, Space-temporality and Social Sensibilities, Conflict 

and Social Structure and Methodological Innovations. 

This is another opportunity to put on record the interest -shared by many-and the conviction that 

one of our tasks is to spread the voices of those who have a great deal to say about social, environmental 

and everyday realities and ways of dealing with them scientifically. 

In this sense, the objectives of this publication recover the intentions of the CIES to dialogue and 

inquire about society from interdisciplinary paths linked to Social Theory and a plurality of research 

schemes in Social Sciences. 

Particularly the creation of this space is carried out with the purpose of making known the 

projects and lines of work to the scientific community, academic and interested in the topics under study 

that are developed in this Center. 

 

Center for Research and Sociological Studies 

The multiple and complex transformations that are being evidenced at the beginning of the 

second decade of the twenty-first century in Latin America, the global South and the world are presented 

to all social scientists as a source of challenges and questions. Therefore, the Center for Research and 

Sociological Studies (Civil Association – Leg. 1842624) is a space that aims to share, dialogue and 

investigate society -beyond the adjective from sociology- from interdisciplinary paths that revolve around 

Social Theory and concrete practices of inquiry. 
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Presentation: 

Means of Destruction and Sensible Surplus Value: Notes for a critique of transglobal 

capitalism from the Ukraine war 

Pedro Lisdero e Ignacio Pellón 

 

It is difficult to imagine the modern world without the place that wars have occupied in the 

processes of constituting the social as we know it. Ukraine’s Postcards of War prints a series of questions 

that invite us to think about the definitions taken by the transglobal condition of 21st-century societies. 

Ukraine calls into question the implication and conjugation of war with scientific-technological 

development, the expansion of markets, the reconfigurations of sovereignties, and terms of trade, among 

other "classic modernity" issues. It also requires thinking about the limits and transitions experienced by 

those of us who are protagonists of a formless and agonizing passage d’époque. 

Part of agonism is in tension with this 'productive' dimension of war and can be identified in 

contrast to one of its characteristic features: its predatory component. Marx warned about the expansive 

phases of capitalism, underlining this negativity in the relations of destruction: "In the development of 

the productive forces, a phase is reached in which productive forces and means of exchange arise which, 

under existing relations, can only be a source of evils, which are no longer such forces of production, but 

rather forces of destruction (machinery and money)" (Marx and Engels: 69). The image of the possible, 

of re-production, is combined with destruction as a material and "future" limit, opening up questions 

about the tensions between "the inside" and "the outside". 

On the other hand, if the predatory character is one of the dimensions of transglobal capitalism, 

the second dimension to highlight is linked to the centrality that social sensibilities acquire in this context. 

At the sacrificial table of the re-invented spirit of development - even in its "friendlier" versions - the 

current phase of capitalist expansion offers not only the flesh and blood of the "new global pariahs", but 

centrally questions "how to feel" about it. Sensibility is not something that is sacrificed (in international 

agreements and "consensuses"), but a dimension of the social that becomes a renewed (sustainable?) 

energy source for "productivity". Polluting gases from fossil fuels burned for energy production is one 

of the consequences that society is forced to accept as a legacy of 19th and 20th-century capitalism. 

Similarly, 21st-century capitalism finds in the "ways of feeling", and in the multiple discourses that seek 

to legitimize them, new fuels to be "burned" so that the wheel of productivity can be "unlocked". From 

the sacrifice of the "universal" consensuses of much of the 20th century, and amidst the polluting gases, 

a new global sensibility emerges as an "unintended" consequence. These sensibilities feed a phenomenal 
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productivist machine and have, at the same time, death and despair as an exponentially growing by-

product. Predation and a particular social sensibility are pairs that come together in the configurations of 

"war" as a mark of the social structuration processes in our societies. 

At this point, it is interesting to think about the idea of ideological surplus-value, coined by 

Ludovico Silva, to ask what will be the "echo" that reverberates in the specific forms of the processes of 

alienation associated with the transition to a mode of production that valorizes other sources of creation 

and realization of surplus-value. It is such ideological practices that offer themselves as a "new" source 

of energy. That is to say, this specific way of "being", characterized by narrow ways of seeing the world, 

which is "productively" translated into a single possible future: all this constitutes an indispensable 

guarantee of production and profit (a capital more covetable than the tools for the factory; more 

important - in terms of functioning - than gold to the financial system). This ideological surplus value is 

a specific source of energies to be captured and mmetabolizedin the renewed mechanisms of capital 

accumulation.  

Our days we could think of a certain shift from capitalism that ememphasizeshe production and 

realization of ideological surplus-value, to one where the focus is on "sensible surplus value". What is 

profitable in our era, what defines the trans-global processes that are "perceived" through the war in 

Ukraine, is that even in its current predatory phase, capitalism remains a sacrificial pyre of dispensable 

bodies (Scribano, 2019). Where the rates of profit from primary extractions of value fall short, new 

territories will open up - even in intimacy - to feed the vigorous (if senile) apparatuses of accumulation. 

The capacity to "feel" is what is at stake, and therefore, what is ruthlessly contested. Behind every 

"centimeter" of occupation in the images of "war", meters of a global intimacy are at stake, which, to the 

rhythm of spectacle and consumption, renews itself as energy tending to stretch the paradox of decrepit 

capitalism that is healthier than ever.  

The theoretical consciousness of these processes, on many occasions, constitutes a reflection of 

these predatory movements: oil/gas and social sensibilities are an indissoluble pair for understanding the 

meanings and artifacts that are deployed in this war. This is why opening a reflective space to the 

sensibilities that are part of the conditions of production and to the possible views of this conflict is no 

small task (given the temptation to reproduce the real in consciousness). In such a way, this working 

paper seeks to be an echo of the untamed sensibilities, which seek to be a source of surplus energies with 

which to build hope as an emancipatory practice. 

In this direction, the texts collected here question in different ways. The confrontation between 

the United States-NATO and Russia-China is based in Ukraine, inaugurating a new "rupture" in global 

capitalism. On these materialities, Geoffrey Skoll's text helps to observe the differences between 
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unorganisation and disorganisation in a scenario that recreates the historical conflict between industrial 

capital and agrarian peoples (as well as between work camps and death camps). In that direction, the 

processes of self-determination (always unfinished) are blocked by the "comfort" of dependency. Fuel 

shortages and economic inflation pave the way for the deepening of extractivism and the multiplication 

of social income transfer programs. The present, trajectories, and future projections herald the advent of 

a Universal Basic Income conditional on (restricting) access to a list of "essential" products, service,s and 

shops. On another level, and in an associated manner, the expansion of the internet of things to the 

internet of bodies operates, forcing us to ask ourselves what are the current fears and prejudices (and 

which institutions dictate, narrate and legitimizes them to the "masses"). 

We are confronted, then, with the moral decomposition of Western democracies, "fertile" ground 

for an author like Maximilian Korstanje and his attentive look at the culture of fear towards the "Non-

Western Other". Ongoing policies are geared towards the eradication of the abject, in military and cultural 

terms, exposing the ideological mechanism of colonial expansionism. This is visible in the current 

elements that legitimize colonial epistemologies, rationalities, and practices aimed at domesticating 

"others" (Easterners, Southerners) and exporting the Western model of democracy. In this framework, 

what spaces are available for nomadism in times of redefinition of civilization all frontiers? The 

incorporation of ethnic minorities is one possible and effective avenue (though not to be confused with 

acceptance). Hospitality conditioned by exchanges for, and over, unequal relations is another 

"alternative". Both social paths are structured with risk as a preponderant indicator, and over disaster 

turned into spectacle and commodity for media consumption. The politics of (pretending) to be inwardly 

democratic and outwardly undemocratic are put in check when "foreign" bodies inhabit the same 

territory. In this framework, the process of neo-feudalization is invigorated by the reinforcement of 

biomedical discourses and their dis-anchoring of the causes of the ongoing ecological crisis. Thus, 

renewed racist and xenophobic perceptions indicate that the other to be eradicated is increasingly within.  

Taking up the ethnic heterogeneities of contemporary Ukraine, and the complexities of war, 

Flabián Nievas synthesizes a history of revolutions, counter-revolutions, and genocides up to the "hybrid 

war". In a land of nobles, peasants, and Cossacks, of Soviet and Western imperialism, a millionaire 

businessman is elected president, and the economy is plunged into recession, unemployment and the 

impoverishment of the people. Then the Cold War scenario begins to be re-created in the heat of the 

policies implemented by Biden and Zelenski. These actions partially explain Putin's repositioning towards 

the new People's Republics and Russia's invasion of Ukrainian territory. The (partial) result? Millions of 

people were exiled and displaced, plus thousands of citizens were ians killed. Ukraine puts up the losses, 

NATO and Russia their interests and the armaments to defend them. Unlike in other wars, physical and 
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digital lines of communication have not been destroyed. Meanwhile China "observes" the fighting while 

its yuan (especially in its virtual version) is revalued.  

The trans-globalization of war - as part of the historical "way of being" in Europe - exposes the 

politics of the sensibilities that sustain, and extend, the processes of normalization (and colonization) of 

societies. On this level, Adrián Scribano proposes to analyze the social structuration processes from the 

re-production of the logic of waste, the politics of perversion and of the trivialising practices of the Good. 

What a society discards is a privileged indicator of what it consumes, depredates and sacrifices. The 

sustainability of globalized capitalism pulsates in the dialectical game between consuming, discarding, and 

enjoying. From there, inter/intra-class relations are reorganizedd, restructured and extended. For 

audiences to feel and participate in sacrificial spectacles requires politics of perversion that camouflage, 

misrepresent and conceal "the state of things" by exuberantly displaying them.  The possibilities of social 

change are finally undermined by practices of the Banalisation of the Good where experiences are no 

longer lived but faked and fictionalized. Building on this explanatory framework, Scribano shares four 

postcards from the war in Ukraine: a girl singing in/with Disney senses, announcing that something has 

changed in territorialities and the regime of sensibilities; millions of Ukrainians who, "dressed as tourists", 

carry their most beloved animals and join the flow of migrant bodies that strain the links between 

hospitality, reciprocity, and proximity; soldiers who, between smartphone applications and social 

networks, socializee the "instant" ways of feeding the hopes of combatants and their families; finally, a 

series of sanctions and reactions boost business towards the "just transition" and the "sustainability" of 

geopolitics that is particularly attentive to food and energy, from where it can be seen that "the transglobal 

is the solidarity reverse of the colonization the inner planet". 

Therefore, this working paper proposes to reflect on the aforementioned processes, recognizing 

the complexities involved and inviting us to question about the war expressions in Ukraine and its 

meanings. 

“(…) what differentiates one period from another is not what is done, but how, with what 

means of work it is done.” (Marx, El capital, Tomo I/Vol 1. 218) 
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Imperialism The Final Stage of Capitalism 

 

Geoffrey R. Skoll 

Associate Professor Emeritus of Criminal Justice at Buffalo State College, USA 

With apologies to Vladimir Illyich . . .  

Today 27 February 2022 in the Ukraine global capitalism with its imperialist, militarist, and fascist 

expressions has been halted, not by a people’s revolution or socialist movement, but by another capitalist 

state—Russia or the Russian Federation. How can the people understand this? Is it just another capitalist 

competition? No, it is a result of the breakdown of global capitalism. The fantasy and bamboozlement 

of a flu epidemic helped destroy the last remnants of a nostalgic kind of “free market,” in which small 

producers went to market and competed against one another to sell superior wares at lower prices. The 

image is of an early modern village in Europe with farmers and craftspeople loading wagons to a village 

market. Of course such images are childhood imaginaries depicted in children’s books of fairytales. Today 

those are fairytales are being blown apart by Russian long range, precision artillery, along with, one can 

only hope, their Nazi guards.  

This is not good news. The end of capitalism as a world system was inevitable from the first. The 

only question was when. All world systems end so the end of global capitalism was not unexpected. 

Today’s question is whether this is really the end and how can we tell? The end of a world system throws 

civilization into chaos. But what does chaos look like? It is not complete unorganization. It is 

disorganization. That brings up the question of how the world was organized before the breakdown of 

capital.  

Mainly, it was organized by nation-states. So, an immediate question is what is going on with 

them as of spring 2022? A shot answer is “insanity.” Here is what the state of the world looks like. You 

have the flabbiest military-economic power in the world led by a senile idiot, Joe Biden, a born and bred 

war monger since his earliest political career, an ultra-rationalist chess player and judo practitioner, Vlad 

Vladimirovich Putin, and a hyper politician, Xi Jinping, who has allied with Vlad. These are the three 

relevant actors pushing the pieces on the chessboard. Conclusion: The United States has started a war it 

cannot win against a China-Russian coalition. For those who think ahead, granted, a distinct minority, 

What happens when the United States loses this war? Will it be occupied? Will it have to pay reparations? 

Will its leaders be tried for war crimes? Will the country be occupied? (Unlikely, as who would want it)?  

330 million Americans do not understand the world. They watch the propaganda channels on TV 

to get information, which is about like expecting healthy nutrition from McDonald’s. For people who 

believe the US Constitution, Americans rule the world (in actuality, they are lucky if they rule their local 
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schools). Otto von Bismarck, chancellor of imperial Germany under the Wilhelmine Kaisers, Said his 

policies were based on Realpolitik, meaning, he dealt in political realities among nations states, and did 

not get involved with fanciful moral issues. Therefore, in Bismarck’s terms, the political realities of 

Europe in the 2020s do not involve morality or ideology. They do, however, include history, which 

Americans avoid like the plague.  

 

A Brief History 

When capitalism took on its industrial garb as the eighteenth turned into the nineteenth century, 

industrializing Western Europe colonized agrarian Eastern Europe. Much like Britain’s first colonies were 

part of the British Isles—especially Ireland, Europe’s first colonies were in the eastern part of that 

continental promontory—Poland, eastern Germany, Bulgaria, Hungary, Roumania, etc. They were 

exploited for raw materials, large agricultural and mineral resources, and later labor. The history of 

European capital is just a prelude to European imperialism on other continents, especially Africa and 

Asia. Germany’s “Drang nach Osten”1 in WWII was an extension of German imperialism dating back to 

the 19th century. Today, looking back, it is easy to be dazzled by the Nazi ideology, but the underlying 

impetus was capitalist imperialism. In those terms, the Nazi work camps were Germanic efficiency in 

labor exploitation. Lack of historically precise knowledge leads people today to confuse and conflate the 

work camps and the death camps, although the latter also served to remove populations from exploitable 

land in a similar way as did the American genocide of native peoples in the 19th century.  

Marx observed the law of the falling rate of profit within Western European industrial capitalism, 

but he also recognized countervailing tendencies and forces. Among those, imperialism has been a main 

contributor to buoying up profits. Cheap raw materials and cheap labor help maintain a high rate of 

return on investments. Before the neocolonialism of the 19th century in Africa and Asia, Western Europe 

had Eastern Europe to maintain profits. The current conflict in the Ukraine should be understood as an 

outgrowth of that older imperialism, as the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 can, under the same umbrella, 

be understood as an anti-colonial war along with its social and political dimensions. Western capital was 

not just threatened by the social movements of Bolshevism, but also by anti-imperialism with consequent 

drops in profits. Nonetheless, It’s not all profit and loss rationalism. There is an ideological element, and 

it’s not socialism versus capitalism or democracy versus autarky. It’s eastern versus western Christianity. 

Just because the pope or patriarch does not command divisions, as Joe Stalin commented pithily, does 

not mean the schism dating from the 11th century CE does not still resonate in Eastern Europe. In the 

Ukraine, the Metropolitan of Kiev denounced that of Moscow in 1997 when the Moscow Patriarchate 

                                                           
1 Drive to the East 
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excommunicated the Kiev metropolitan, Vladamyr Sabodan who died in the fateful year 2014, succeeded 

by Epiphanius—this is a contemporary rift. For secularists it did not seem to matter very much, but for 

the faithful, it was a big deal, and it was an important part of their ethnic identities. Today, in 2022, the 

Ukraine is riven between a Western Kiev and an Eastern Donbas region with the former identifying with 

the patriarch of Kiev and the latter with that of Moscow. As in the past, once religion enters the fray, 

rationality leaves by the back door.  

The Russian president, Putin, has said a principal war aim is de-Nazification of the Ukraine. De-

Nazification should have been carried out at the end of WWII, but it wasn’t. The United States did not 

even pretend to do it as it did in Germany. Instead, the US Office of Strategic Services (OSS) and later 

the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) supported Ukrainian Nazis as a “stay behind” force against 

Bolshevism. The Red Army and the Soviets were incapable of completely de-Nazifying Ukraine as long 

as the Nazis had US support. Also, internal Soviet politics gave the ine a degree of independence not 

enjoyed by the other Soviet republics. Indeed, the anti-socialist and counter-revolutionary, Nikita 

Khrushchev, Soviet premierepremier4, gave the Ukraine independent status and incorporated the Crimea 

into it (1954).  As it turned out Khrushchev was sowing dragons’ teeth, as Crimea became a point of 

contention in the current crisis. The contention was short-lived, other than phony fodder for Western 

propaganda. Russia was never going to allow a foreign power near its venerable naval base in Sevastopol. 

Therefore, in 2014 Russia reinforced its military guard of the base, which the West called an invasion, 

and the Crimean population voted overwhelmingly (95%) to join the Russian Federation, and the Russian 

government eventually allowed them to do so. 

In March 2022 as the Russian forces roll through the Ukrainian countryside, destroying Ukrainian 

military units with a special focus on those units with members of the Nazi offspring Azov Battalion 

accompanied by US mercenary forces (e.g, Blackwater, although it keeps changing its name). The Ukraine 

crisis of 2022 in some ways resembles the Korean crisis of 1950. In Korea the US l,ed West had been 

provoking the North with intermittent attacks, and slaughtering anti-Japanese working class enclaves in 

the south, which was not unlike the more recent attacks on the Donbas region of Ukraine.  

  It is as yet unclear whether the outcome of hostilities will be the same as in Korea where a cease 

fire but no peace prevailed for over half a century. The Western attacks in 1950 gained them nothing 

except a further extension of US military forces, and thus stretched Western imperial resources. It is 

unlikely that Russia will tolerate a similar status quo in the Ukraine. Whichever the case, Western public 

relations has geared up again, calling forth sentiment in support of the ‘poor Nazi ‘Ukrainians’ (Ukonazis) 

while disparaging the anti-Nazi fighters of Russia and Donbas. If there is a Hitler figure to be found, he 

is not in Moscow but in Washington DC. One advantage has been the distraction from the failing 
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COVID narrative that has rationalized a medical totalitarianism, of which in spring 2022, people are 

beginning to tire and question. A war with Russia is just what the doctor ordered. The central point, 

however, that most commentators and analysts avoid is the role of capitalist imperialism and its central 

function of maintaining profits. Without profits, no capitalism and therefore no imperialism.  

One can, perhaps forgive the New York Times, the principal organ of Wall Street, for evading 

the real story, because after all telling the real story is  not their job. By extension the same could be said 

of the rags speaking for the City of London (BBC . et al.) The spokespeople are company men and 

women and their livelihoods depend on saying the right words. In late winter-spring 2022 the right words 

are war mongering against Russia. War against Russia is best understood as a contemporary continuation 

of Western imperialism in eastern Europe. Individuals behind this strategy are not deluded by the popular 

mind that still equates Russia with communism. It is imperialistic, not ideological  for the string pullers. 

A giveaway sign is the typical Anglophone jingoism. In the 19th century it was British, and now it’s 

American, but it amounts to the same thing. So, Russians entered western Ukraine by force, but it was 

not an invasion in any Western sense. The United States invaded Afghanistan. It invaded Iraq, It invaded 

Syria and still occupies part of it. Those are invasions. But eastern Ukrainians invited Russia. The 

easterners wanted protection against the Kiev government, and they got it from Russia. The Nazis in the 

West want no part of Russia, any more than they did in 1943 in the Battle of Kharkov, which saw the 

final destruction of the Nazi Wehrmacht Army Group South after the surrender of the 6th Amy at 

Stalingrad. 

 

Colonization of the Mind 

There is another kind of imperialism. It is more insidious, as it operates in the hidden recesses of 

people’s minds. In a series of books published in the 1950s during the first wave of decolonization Franz 

Fanon and Albert Memmi wrote of the central role of the colonization of the mind. The concept is simple 

if the mechanics are complex. Colonizing minds means using public relations and symbolic 

communication to convince the colonized that their status is deserved and legitimate and that the 

colonizers are rightful superiors bringing civilization to the colonized. All the social structures of the 

European colonies of the mid-twentieth century relied on the techniques of mental colonization to keep 

colonized populations relatively quiescent. Today, in the 2020s, what applied in the 1950s is deployed 

with many fold effectiveness, as the audience has gone global. By objective standards the colonization 

decried by Fanon and Memmi now pertains to some of the most ridiculous and unbelievable propaganda. 

For example in February-March 2022 Russian military forces entered the Ukraine intent on destroying 

Ukrainian military capabilities, eradicating Nazi shock troops and organizations, and securing nuclear 
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facilities and bio-chemical warfare labs so they could not be used against Russia and potentially 

throughout Europe. Instead of approbation for their worthy goals, Russia was anathematized for daring 

to liberate the Ukraine after the US invasion of 2014 which overthrew the elected government and 

installed Nazi government functionaries and armed forces in central-eastern Europe.  Such ideas are 

neither more nor less absurd than the narrative that Algerian and other African-Asian independence 

movements were unworthy and illegitimate, because. . . of course the colonized are unworthy. 

Part of the effectiveness of these Western fairy tales from omitting what the US did in the Ukraine 

just a few years before. Another part of the effectiveness comes from the long term colonization of public 

consciousness about who and what is legitimate, A third part derives from the effectiveness of electronic 

communication control. It is to this last factor I turn now. 

Public consciousness, which consists of widely shared concepts about reality reinforced by all 

social relations and structures used to be created through interpersonal interaction and various mass 

media—e.g., print, television, radio, and telephone. Going into the 21st century the main medium became 

the internet, which was initially invented by the US military, and subsequently handed over to private 

hands such as Mark Zuckerberg, Jeff Bezos, and Bill Gates. So-called social media replaced previous 

forms of communication Better called anti-social media, it was designed and indeed operates to control 

and surveille thoughts and opinions. Moreover, internet communication, which started as potentially 

liberating has been turned into the opposite. Searches using ‘search engines” are continually adjusted so 

that only certain connections are brought up. Crowd sourced information (e.g., Wikipedia) is patrolled 

by the US Intelligence-military apparatus, and its contents adjusted to coincide with the official line of 

the global capitalist state. 

 

Culture 

To be human is to be enculturated, wrapped in the cocoon in which one grows to adulthood. 

There is no such thing as an unenculturated human being. A culture, doesn’t matter which one, gives 

people a value system at the most basic level—namely what s good and what is bad, and most importantly 

how to tell the difference. Culture gives people a system for evaluating things. Most of these evaluations 

are hardly noticeable; they are just the way things are. Not everything is evaluated along a good-bad axis. 

Most, in fact are just everyday sorts of conditions. For example Matha Gellhorn, the renowned war 

correspondent, wrote the following observation about Russia based on her travel to Mosow in 1972: “It 

is logical that rumour, accurate and inaccurate, must be the means of communication where you can never find 

out any facts for sure. Imagine a capital city without a telephone directory! Doesn’t that beat all in mad secretiveness? 
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[emphasis added].2  Gellhorn was commenting on the secretiveness of Soviet society under a reputed 

secretive Soviet regime. And yet in the United States, indeed throughout the developed world in 2022, 

telephone books are almost unheard of. Public pay phone booths which used to be spread across the 

landscape in most cities have disappeared. Interpersonal communication became severely limited and 

controlled by a few agents of Global capital. At the same time what used to be sources of information, 

for basic public knowledge—e.g., the major news media in the form of newspapers, radio, and television 

have sunk into the status of rumor. The current state of affairs did not arise because of a secretive state 

regime, although Western states are hardly bastions of open government.  The naïve attribute the changes 

to technology, but despite the mechanically inclined Western mind, technology follows ethos. It does not 

create it. People of a certain age, those born in the 20th century, for instance, should be able to remember 

telephone books and booths. In the old days one could look up someone by name and find their phone 

number and address. In other words, anyone could find out where someone lived and how to talk to that 

person. Younger people of my acquaintance find that scary. A complete stranger might know who you 

are, or at least where to find you and how to contact you, by phone or mail. This is not mere obsolescence. 

Cell phones (aka mobile devices or personal surveillance devices, PSDs) have presumably made telephone 

books and booths unnecessary, because now one can look up another person on the web. Is this a good 

thing? Without getting into value judgments, it is possible to say that it facilitates surveillance, 

communication monitoring, and personal data collection, which is more effective than the Nazi Gestapo, 

Soviet KGB, or East German Stasi ever dreamed of. Young people might be afraid of another citizen 

knowing them, but they think nothing of the police state apparatuses knowing everything about them 

and with whom they communicate all the time. The personal has not just become political, it has been 

politicized and monetized. Data has become a valuable commodity. 

Who cares, other than curmudgeons like me?  Apparently no one cares. Cell Phones are a 

convenience, and nobody asks “for whom?” We have given up self determination for convenience. It is 

not just self determination that we gave away. There is justifiably famous article in anthropology, “Steel 

Axes for Stone Age Australians.”3  It recounts what happened when aboriginal peoples were seduced by 

Western Technology, in their case steel axes, when they gave up their stone axes for the new steel ones. 

In short, their society disintegrated, as it was based to a large extent on trade relations among people who 

wanted the stone axes and traded for them with other goods.   

I fear our society is similarly disintegrating today in the 21st century. Nothing works. People can 

speculate about why they can’t use their usual search engines to find things. They can speculate about 

                                                           
2 Gellhorn, Martha. 1978 (1982). Travels with Myself and Anther. London: Eland Publishing Ltd. 246-7. 
3 Sharp, Lauriston. (1952). Steel axes for stone-age Australians. Human organization, 11(2), 17-22. 
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why when they connect to certain disapproved sites such as RT.com, they lose their internet connection. 

Nonetheless, the end result is the same. It doesn’t work. Still, people cling to their personal surveillance 

devices called “cell phones” by Americans. Do they get the metaphor? They are locked in a cell in prison. 

They willingly went to their cells during the COVID lockdown. Why not continue it? In 2020-21 they 

locked themselves in for fear of getting the flu. Cell phones were popular almost at once after the regime 

in Washington under Billy Jeff Clinton gave away the airwaves to Big Telecom in 1996. At first it was 

“busy executives who had to be in touch constantly else they miss “a deal.” Parents used them to track 

their kids. Kids used them to talk and text—kind of like the old passing notes in school. Pretty soon, 

these personal surveillance devices became must-have accouterments with similar price tags. By the 2020s 

were over a thousand dollars, like Gucci handbags, which were needed to carry the surveillance devices. 

I call them personal surveillance devices (PSDs), because that was their original design purpose. They 

have GPS. They transmit and record conversations at their own will, turned off or on—doesn’t matter. 

One has to put them in a Faraday bag (cheaper than Gucci), or leave the home like an old fashioned 

home. But no, a person cannot go out without a PSD. It is de rigueur. The best part for Globocap (Global 

Capitalism, apologies to C. J. Hopkins for stealing this) is that most people didn’t really “buy” their PSDs. 

They rented them. They paid for them with their monthly cell phone charges, rather than buying them 

outright. Rent is always better than purchase for the rentier class. No ownership! This is a key plank in 

the Globocap Great Reset. It was the vision of the Great Reset and the foundation laid by cell phones 

made possible a key building block of its foundation. 

Once the panic flu was announced by one of Globocap’s affiliated agencies (WHO or the World 

Health organization, owned by Bill Gates), other affiliates, mainly national governments, ordered their 

populations to lock down. People retreated into their cell (phones) and other spaces controlled for them. 

It was the ultimately controlled environment. Why have a panopticon when you can have a pandemic? 

Long ago Erich Fromm wrote a nice little treatise explaining these kinds of things. He titled it Escape 

from Freedom argued that people are eager to escape into their cells, of whatever kind, when given the 

change. When someone else controls your life, your no longer are responsible for it.  

 

Drive-in Movies 

Western culture, led by the culturally hegemonic United States with Hollywood, TV, and Madison 

Avenue, shifted values and ethos to consumerism in the post WWII era. It offered freedom to buy among 

31 flavors of ice cream proffered by Baskin and Robins. Who could resist? Origins are not necessarily 

determinative. They are more like codes for morphogenesis. They are templates or patterns, but do not 

determine final forms. The patterns of the 1950s gave direction to what followed. A good question, 
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therefore, is what was their purpose?  The purpose of morphogenesis is to reproduce a species. So, what 

was the purpose of postwar culture? What needed reproducing? Culture is the meaningful expression and 

representation in symbols of the social order. This is hardly a new idea. Emile Durkhheim articulated it 

years ago. It is the social order that needs reproducing. Without reproduction, how could the ruling class 

stay on top and in charge? Anyone conscious during those years knew it was happening, but the question 

is whether it was planned and to what purpose. 

It was planned, and its purpose was counterinsurgency. Counterinsurgency became an obsession 

of US military-intelligence agencies in the immediate wake of WWII.  Its initial focus was Europe. First 

it was Eastern Europe, France and Italy, where elections favored Communists, because it had been 

Communists who fought the Nazis while the bourgeois liberals hid, and everyone knew it.  The OSS 

(later CIA) warned the ruling class so the Truman Doctrine, which enlisted the newly formed CIA after 

the National Security Act (P L 235 of July 26, 1947; 61 STAT. 496) created the agency to use 

counterinsurgency techniques, especially relevant propaganda, sabotage, infiltration, and in sum all the 

tricks of police state politics in foreign countries. Later, or maybe simultaneously, the CIA helped form 

and later supported stay-behind fascists in both western and Eastern Europe to carry put subversion 

against the Soviet Union. Today’s UkoNazis are their offspring. William S. Burroughs saw it long ago, as 

this little snippet shows. 

Q. Do you think that the prejudice that exiss against the cut-up method and its extension can 

be attributed to the fear of really pemetrating into time and space? 

A. Very definitely. The word of course is one of the most powerful instruments of control as 

exercised by the newspaper and images as well, there are both words and images in newspapers 

. . . Now, if you start cuttting these up and rearranging themthen you are breaking down the 

control system. Fear and prejudice are always dictated by the control system just as the church 

built up prejudice against heretics; it wasn’t inherent in the population, it was dictated by the 

church which was in control at that time. This is something that threatens the position of the 

establishment of any establishment, and therefore they will oppose it and condition people to 

fear and reject or ridicule it. 

Q Is the ability “to see what is in front of us” a way of escaping from the image-prison which 

surrounds us? 

A. Very definitely yes. But this is an ability which very few people have, and fewer and fewer as 

time passes. For one thing, because of the absolute barrage of images to which we are subjected 

so that we become blunted. Remember that a hundred years ago there were relatively few 
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images, and people living in a more simplified environment, a farm environment encounter very 

few images and they see those quite clearly. But of you’re absolutle bombarded with images 

from passing trucks and cars and televisions and newspapers, you become blunted and this 

makes a permanent haze in fron of your eyes, you can’t see anything.4  

Among the best of their recruits were scholars who understood that the best counterinsurgency 

prevented social movements before they could start by establishing counter-revolutionary consciousness 

in populations. US TV is an illustration. Lassie, Ozzie and Harriet, and similar popular programs 

promoted  halcyon visions of the American way of life, not only in the homeland, but throughout the 

world. The United States became the most favored nation by the 1960s. This is counterinsurgency at its 

finest. Make popular revolutionary movements unwanted because it was the Panglossian best of all 

possible words, an unthinkable because everyone was against a revolution. There were exceptional sectors 

of the population, but they didn’t count, had little voice, and were subject to violent repressive measures. 

Lynching for the Blacks, ostracism for uppity women, and all the rest of cultural obsession. It worked, It 

worked for decades. Everyone agrees that Dick Nixon won the “kitchen debate” with Nikita Khrushchev. 

The United States had the best kitchens, and who could argue otherwise? 

A few skeptics might say kitchens do not make a culture valuable. Try making food without one, 

and food is definitely a basic cultural value. People do not live on fine arts—that’s why they call them 

“starving artists.” So, Nikki and the USSR, or what was left after Nikki got through trying to wreck the 

soviet republics, didn’t have kitchens as good as those in Hometown USA. Briefly put, The USSR had a 

lower standard of living than the USA, as did most other countries in the world. Even so, there were 

those who though that it wasn’t enough, or that it wasn’t the most important thing, and it did not give 

the USA the right to rule the world. But that was in the 1950s, with its beatniks (Thanks again New York 

Times for belittling important artistic and cultural movements). By the time America got to the 1960s 

kitchens began to fade in importance. Other things, ghoulish things, began to push up from their graves 

where they had been buried for decades—like racial and sexual equality, warmongering, imperialism, and 

the like.  Some people began to wonder why US leaders were attacking and invading countries they had 

never heard of before. They also began to question whether such attacks and invasions were really such 

good ideas. Questions like that are threats to those who are doing them, with or without superior kitchens. 

The rulers thought long and hard about how to put a stop to such questions. Their solution was to turn 

the tables. 50 or 60 years later they had the answer: appropriate the questions and turn them against the 

questioners. 

                                                           
4 Burroughs, William S. 1969. The Job: Interviews with Daniel Odier. New York Grove Press, 33-34. 
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Skip over those intervening years and jump to the 2020s. By then critics of US culture and national 

policy were branded as racists, transphobic, and Nazis for asking why it was OK to discriminate in 

employment and education but a crime to use certain words, or why it was good to support self-

proclaimed Nazis in the Ukraine but bad to try to eliminate them, or why men should be called women, 

The subjective was made objective, Imagination became science, when perennial colds and flu required 

mass incarceration, economic shut down, untested vaccinations, masking and social avoidance. As usual 

the rulers didn’t try t hide it. They proclaimed it as the new normal. It was touted as the new and improved 

way of life, like revamped packaging for laundry detergent.  

Drive-in movies were by no means causative. They just preceded the current disintegration. They 

marked a trend of increasing isolation. Of course, they were a direct outgrowth of US car culture. Soon 

drive-in almost everything popped up. Before the war, people went to movie theaters. They sat check by 

jowl with other movie goers. Cars and television changed that. People tended to stay home and watch 

television instead of going to movies. The same had not occurred with radio. The particulars offer signs 

rather than explanations. The trend culminated in the great de-socialization of 2020-21 when people were 

barred from movie theaters, along with much else. 

America has long fostered an individualized society and culture—e.g., ‘rugged individualism’ 

became a by word. Regardless of any ruggedness, collectivity was suspect, if not frowned upon. Drive-in 

movies contribute to this anti-social trend. Take away the venues, ad people will not engage. Technology 

was bent to the task. It did not create it. All these trends went along without much conscious control. 

There was awareness among cultural commentators, but it was only closer to the end point in the twenty-

first century that consequences became apparent. Individuation went along with fragmentation. 

Fragmentation discouraged even if it did not prevent social movements. The ruling class benefitted, even 

if they had not planned it. By the 2000s, however, their intentions took advantage of the postwar trends. 

The internet, which at first designed to ensure communication among military centers in a nuclear war, 

seemed to fulfill the never realized promises of radio and telephones seemed to open up new social and 

cultural vistas. Hardly anyone realized that the social media that really began to thrive with cell phones 

were instruments of social control. They were drive-in movies taken to the nth degree, but with the added 

benefit of total surveillance and communication control.  Moreover, there was nothing social about social 

media. It was anti-social media, with a wizard behind the curtain controlling it all. Attitudes, beliefs, and 

behavior could now be directed from command and control centers in New York and Washington DC, 

Wall Street and the Pentagon. They could now get into everyone’s consciousness directly. They no longer 

had to rely on the often fickle mass media. And the best part was they could make money doing it. People 

had to rent their consciousness and buy their electronic devices for outlandish prices. Complain, if you 
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will, about Pentagon corruption and “Defense” Industry largess, cell phones and social media recovered 

all those costs and more. Of course, the profits had already been outsourced to their various mercenary 

contractors such as Amazon, Facebbook, etc. They cleaned up on the military-industrial-intelligence 

front. But wait, there were other mercenaries chomping at the bit. 

Enter Big Pharma. Forget about bioweapons, although they still had propaganda value. By now 

the reader can foresee where I’m going so I won’t belabor the obvious.  

 

What do you call people who pretend to be something they are not? 

The answer in 2022 is ‘transgender,’ but people are forbidden from pointing out the obvious. A 

really good question is why now? Why did a blatant denial of objective, physical reality become a 

requirement for employment (this is especially pertinent to academe)? Professors (a joke of a word) 

cannot point out that men are not women, lest they be fired. I, on the other hand, sidle up to such issues. 

I ask if someone takes saw palmetto herbal extract, and if they do, I know that person has a prostate. It’s 

simple. Men have one; women don’t. Instead of getting hung up on genitalia, instead, I say let’s look at 

some other, associated biology and physiology. The issue spread like wildfire among the Anglophone 

Puritanical nations—Australia, Britain, Canada, New Zeeland, and the United States. It is merely 

coincidental that they are also centers of global capitalism.  

  The Australian blogger, Caitlin Johnston, calls it controlling the narrative. She means the ruling 

class control of communication and information. Her point is about controlling populations by 

controlling the stories about reality. Such control became essential by the late nineteenth century when 

most countries became mass societies. In mass societies even the most autocratic rulers need the masses 

of people to go along with their rule. A mass refusal would bring them down. The proliferation of mass 

communications made narrative control possible. Control the organs of information—books, 

newspapers, radio, television—and one can control what people believe and think, and therefore control 

how they will act or not act. It’s an obvious and simple formula. Nonetheless, narrative control goes 

deeper than that. Narratives are how people construct identities, about themselves as individuals, about 

their countries and governments, and about society in general. Issues like transgenderism achieve several 

goals. First, they call into question individual’s perceptions. Seeing became no longer believing. Words 

replaced perceptions, and once that happens, whoever controls the words controls people. Begun in a 

seemingly off-center area of life, doubts are sowed and narrative controllers gain the upper hand. Paul 

Edwards applies it to Unkraine war like this: 

 This informational No-Fly Zone is now being tested by what The Empire calls the “war” in 

Ukraine. Its efficacy is proved by the “news” on all mainstream media. No independent thought, 
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no factual information, no honest relation of events, and above all, no unbiased, sound analysis 

of the actual motivation of this “war” is allowed or even admitted to exist.The Empire’s fairy 

stories, absurd and poisonous, are the only stories Americans—rendered appallingly stupid and 

bovine or, at minimum, childishly gullible and amoral—are fed and, predictably, they have 

wholeheartedly embraced them. A mental No-Fly Zone is impermeable; reality cannot penetrate 

it. It has to be truth-proof in order to protect the wholly bogus, dimwitted self-justification 

underneath it.5  

Of course war and propaganda go together like gin and tonic or vanilla ice cream and hot fudge. 

Few had suspected the COVID panic because medical fraud seemed to be focused on things like gauging 

insurance companies or those same insurers gauging the public. Epidemics seemed more real, and people 

had foolishly come to trust science, not ever realizing that ‘trust’ and ‘science’ are incompatible—but this 

is the age of the oxymoron. Here I offer a brief ethnographic observation. 

I am in Lisbon, Portugal. It is a bookish city with a lot of universities. There are over 200 

bookstores in a city of about 550,000. In 2022 many of these bookstores feature George Orwell’s 1984 

in various languages. Only because it was so wide spread did I notice it at all. At the same time, however, 

I saw a poster on an electrical box near a kiosk, which is a public space, and it attracts a university crowd. 

The poster was all in English and depicted a maudlin call for help against Putin who, it proclaimed, made 

them refugees. One the one hand 1984, and on the other hand a typical NED style bit of propaganda. 

Two aspects are significant. First, it raises the question of why here? Portugal is far from the front, and 

as a national state tends to avoid international conflicts, especially among the great powers so why bother? 

The answer to that is simply the need for a globally controlled unanimity. Everyone everywhere has to 

believe the narrative. Globocap can leave no room for difference, let alone dissent. Its ubiquity reinforces 

its effectiveness, because everybody agrees. Social psychology has proven time and again that people will 

go along with crowd to the extent of changing their own perceptions. If everyone agrees, then I must 

also agree.  

It is the age of Acquiescence and self-deception. William S. Burroughs described words as viruses, 

and perhaps he was not far wrong. The 21st century virus was COVID. Its cure was a vaccine, which 

operated with messenger RNA (mRNA), a sign conveyance for cell replication and morphogenesis. It is 

fitting to have the basic building blocks of identities adjusted by industry-produced drugs, much like 

sexual identities are modified through words and new social institutions, aided of course by drugs from 

the same manufacturers. It’s all deniable, which is typical goal of US covert operations. They are never 

really secret. There are too many witnesses to the death squads, coups, and provocations so the alternative 

                                                           
5 Edwards, Paul 2022 America’s No-Fly Zone. Greanville Posti (March 28). 
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to secret operations is those that can be denied, often by blaming some other actor. It doesn’t matter that 

the other actor was created and sustained by the same agencies carrying out the covert operations—much 

like the drug cartels in Latin America or Nazis in the Ukraine. As long as the masses go along with it, it 

doesn’t matter who is blamed, and even when it becomes too obvious to deny, the Nazis or gangsters 

can be portrayed as victims. The US government is never to be blamed for anything it does. It’s always 

the rescuer. That is the epitome of imperialism. 
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War in Ukraine: an old problem called alterity 

Maximiliano E. Korstanje 
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Colonialism and the invention of the Other 

Doubtless, the war in Ukraine reveals two important things. On one hand, the revival tensions 

between Russia and Ukraine, which are far from disappearing, have been reanimated just after the 

COVID-19 pandemic. On another, a new re-feudalising process accelerated the decline of hospitality in 

the West. In my latest book jointly Babu George entitles Mobility and Globalisation in the Post the 

aftermath of COVID-19, I hold the thesis that COVID-19 accelerated a long-dormant moral 

decomposition in western democracies that originally started with the attacks on the US in 2001. As 

stated, 9/11 ignited a new culture of fear where the “Non-Western Other” is simply neglected or silenced. 

Historically, the figure of the “Non-Western” Other has not only inspired emerging and powerful literary 

genres such as travel writings or captivity writings, but also ideologically legitimated the colonial 

(European) expansion (Mills 2003; McQueen 2014). As Mary Louise Pratt (2007) puts it, the rise of the 

European classificatory system (mainly adopted by Karl Linneo) captivated the attention of scientists 

whilst laying the foundations for a new understanding of the “Other”. Europe, the old continent, was 

enthusiastically enthralled not only to discover and cultivate arts and science in over-seas territories but 

also to conquest the world. Having said this, travel writings occupied a central position in the European 

expansion -basically in two main directions-. At a first look, “the native Others” were portrayed as child-

like agents dispossessed of any rationality or morality. At the same time, Europeans situated themselves 

as real masters who have the moral duty to re-educate these savages' minds just earlier their cultures were 

simply eradicated. As Marvin Harris eloquently notes, this is one of the moral aspects that motivated the 

first anthropologists and ethnographers to collect as much information, relics and material as they can 

from aboriginal cultures (Harris 2001). To put the same bluntly, anthropology and ethnology derive 

culturally from an uncanny western paternalism that originated in the colonial expansion. So, to say, 

Europeans -per their prerogatives located at the top of a racial pyramid- have the duty to protect inferior 

cultures in the bias of disappearance. The opposite seems to be equally true, colonial governors read 

eagerly the ethnographers´ fieldnotes to understand -if not dominate- local natives. To some extent, 

anthropology and European colonialism are inextricably intertwined (Lewis 1973; Goh 2007). It is 

important not to lose sight of the fact that European colonialism opens the doors towards a new 

epistemology (rationality) to invent the “Other” to legitimate the colonial practices. What is more 

important to discuss, from its outset, the capitalist system -early embroiled in European colonialism- was 

associated with a cultural and military expansion. The adventures and discovery voyages were mainly 
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oriented to document the world whilst emphasising the so-called superiority of Western culture in 

comparison with aboriginal organizations. The colonial authority, which was reinforced by the 

technological revolution, created ideological narratives collectively internalised by aborigines. As a result 

of this, the figure of alterity derives from a combination of factors associated with two contrasting forces: 

the need of colonizing the world domesticating “a wild Other”, and the urgency to export democracy to 

the non-western cultures (Scribano & Korstanje 2020). This moot point suggests that the invention of 

the “Other” not only acts as an ideological instrument but also sublimates the sentiment of culprits for 

the crimes committed during the bloody colonial period (Korstanje 2017). In consequence, it is safe to 

say that “western hospitality” should be understood -not as a right- but as a political invention mainly 

marked to legalise the colonial brutality beyond the borders of European democracies. As Slavoj Zizek 

(2008) brilliantly stressed, there is no reason to suppose Belgian colonial armies were less cruel or violent 

than current Muslim terrorists today, but this is from where ideology operates, from the silence of 

Belgium for the crimes committed during their incursions in Africa. In terms of Nicole Guidotti-

Hernandez (2011), the application of unspeakable violence emanates from the authority of the nation-

state which eradicated nomad tribes whilst imposing the borders of a new civilization. This act of cruelty 

was possible thanks to the imposition of classificatory systems -framed from the language- that 

systematically degraded the “non-Western Other´s voice”. Of course, the end of the WWII war as well 

as the dismantling of colonial Empires signified the start of a new epoch where local colonies launched 

to knock on “the doors of heaven”. Psychologically motivated by the urgency of adopting democratic 

institutions, colonies claimed the European metropolis for gaining their independence. Once done, 

thousand of hundreds of migrants coming from former colonies arrived in the most important European 

cities. Western hospitality, which mainly marked the colonial era, sets the pace for new global hospitality 

characterised by the incorporation (which does not entail acceptance) of non-white ethnic minorities 

coming from the periphery. In this vein, the European ethnocentricity is interrogated by the “Other” 

who question in essence the double standards adopted by European colonies. On one hand, they 

cultivated a democratic climate of understanding in the core of European cities, but paradoxically at the 

same time, exerting considerable levels of violence in the periphery. On another, the European expansion 

paved the pathways for the rise of a new global ethos conditioned by the importance of free trade, whilst 

effaced the old barriers to non-Western newcomers. It is difficult to resist the impression that “the 

invention of the Other” equates to the philosophical problem of hospitality in the West (Korstanje 2017; 

2018a; 2018b; Korstanje 2021). This slippery matter will be treated in detail the next section where I place 

the concept of hospitality under the critical lens of scrutiny.  
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The problem of hospitality  

In his seminal book Of Hospitality, Jacques Derrida speaks to us of the problem of hospitality in 

the Western social imaginary. Unlike other colleagues who embrace the moralist tradition, he 

distinguishes between conditioned and unconditioned hospitality. Whilst the former signals to those 

strangers who can pay for the received service, starting in this way as a type of reciprocity, the latter has 

nothing to offer. Per Derrida, unconditional hospitality is only a utopia that never takes place in reality. 

This happens simply because the “Other” not only interrogates the hosting culture but also defines its 

laws. The paradox revolving around the figure of hospitality is nothing more than the problem of 

language, as Derrida infers. Language -like hospitality- includes those native speakers who share the same 

codes but excludes those who have no fluency in speaking it. In this token, Derrida reminds us that 

Socrates was trialed and executed to refuse to understand the judges` language. Hospitality begs two basic 

questions: who you are and what do you want? (Derrida 1999; 2000a; 2000b; 2005). Not surprisingly, 

these questions are implicitly evident when migration officers inspect our passports and migratory 

documents. The term visa comes from Lat Visum which is the past tense derived from videre (which 

means seeing). The visa, as well as the passport, are documents that explain hosting society our intentions 

and identity (Korstanje & George 2021). Returning to Derrida, one of the philosophical dilemmas on 

hospitality centres on the impossibility to offer to lodge to those strangers who lack name or identity 

(Derrida 2000a; 2000b). For Emmanuel Levinas, rather, hospitality resides in the metaphysical 

transcendence of the “Other” man who evinces the ambiguity of love. Of course, love rests in a much 

deeper relationship between the one beloved with those who simply love. Unlike Derrida, Levinas argues 

convincingly that strangeness associates with an erotic state of desire where the “Other” occupies a 

central position. The problem of hospitality appeals to the erotic desire where the stranger -like an angel- 

is sacralised and dispossessed of any identity. The rite of welcoming the foreigner constitutes an ethical 

relation that seems to be re-directed from the beloved to the loving person. Any host (loving person) 

situates as the hostage of his-her love which leads to avoiding any intention of submission or domination 

(Levinas, 1981; 1994). This is a point where Derrida and Levinas finally converge (George 2009). In a 

nutshell, hospitality shows the impossibility of the nation-state as a global and long-lasting project simply 

because the concept of nationality (identity) eradicates the nature of hospitality (Laachir, 2016) -at least 

a-la Kant-. In consonance with this, Daniel Innerarity-Grau (2017) calls attention to the rise of 

postmodernism as a global force that affects negatively all our certainties. As he puts it, we live in an age 

of complete uncertainty which leads us to close to the external risks. This low tolerance to uncertainty 

does not allow civil society to express itself with complete freedom. As a result of this, western 

governments of all persuasions devote considerable resources to achieving a state of risk-zero. Innerarity 
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alerts us that a risk-zero society may invariably usher into inevitable exhaustion. Needless to say, the 

global society is often subject to countless risks which include the effects of climate change, terrorism, 

and political violence without mentioning the serious inconveniences in economies to achieve sustainable 

governance in the long run (Innerarity & Solana 2013; Innerarity 2017b). Like risks which should be 

contemplated as a part of our daily life, strangers should be welcomed under the laws of hospitality. For 

Innerarity, hospitality is fundamentally an ethical experience to enhance social cohesion. A society which 

neglects hospitality to the stranger is doomed to disappear (Innerarity 2017a). As the author goes on to 

write:  

“The category of hospitality may help to create a moral theory under its cultural universality and 

the fullness of its meaning. As a category, it helps to interpret the general situation of mankind in 

the world. The category of hospitality reattempts to interpretively appropriate the rich otherness 

of life, of others and of the culture we live in, which is sometimes opaque to the point of verging 

on incomprehensibility and hostility, yet which is the source of learning something new, the 

contact with that which is different and the harmonization of the disparity our lives are made of. 

The fact that we are hosts to each other (as Steiner so just put it) means that our situation in the 

world is structured around reception and encountering, that mere existence is a constant debt, 

that there is freedom in the fact of giving and receiving that goes beyond the imperatives of 

reciprocity. (Innerarity, 2017a: 3).   

As the previous backdrop, Innerarity reminds us how hospitality shows humankind that the 

important things in the world are far from being understood and chosen by us. Western hospitality has 

evolved mistakenly under the premise that what belongs to us and others should be ruled by the law. 

Hospitality is only offered in the contingency of unexpected events. It can be given when hosts bolster a 

genuine dialogue with the alterity (Innerarity 2017). In consequence, in a world where risks are seen as 

devastating events, no less true seems to be that strangers should be treated as undesired guests 

(Korstanje 2017). Lastly, the dangers and dichotomies of risk-zero society have been hotly debated by 

French philosopher, Jean Baudrillard. To better understand the profundity of his thought, we should 

trace back to the plot of Minority Report, Spielberg’s film. The plot situates in a futurist world where 

Chicago Police intercepts killers before they commit the crime. Based on the precrime prototype, a police 

program formed by three precogs (clairvoyants) whose skills are enhanced through digital technologies, 

officers access privileged information to prevent the attack earlier than it occurs. This point -for 

Baudrillard- is the quintessential feature of postmodernity where risks articulate a set of forecasting 

methods and algorithms to predict the future. However, events never take place in the same way they 
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have been imagined, as Baudrillard eloquently observes. Baudrillard overtly acknowledges that risk 

structures society in a fabricated future where reality sets the pace to pseudo-reality (Baudrillard 2006). 

To cut the long story short, Minority report demonstrates two important aspects of modernity. Risks 

which never take room as imagined paved the ways for the rise of what Baudrillard dubbed as the 

Spectacle of Disaster, a type of emulation mainly marked by a shock doctrine (Klein, 2007) but second 

and most important, the current obsession for zero-risk society may lead very well towards a real disaster.  

 

From the war on Terror to the War against a Virus 

The term War on Terror was originally coined by George W. Bush to denote a new climate just 

after the attacks on the World Trade Center in September of 2001. This war is mainly moved by the fight 

against international terrorism. This war included two military campaigns in Afghanistan and Iraq just 

after the September 11 attacks. Bush´s address -on 16 September 2001- discerns a new enemy (global 

terrorism) which places the American democracy in jeopardy. This bellicose discourse was repeated 

before the congress in a foundational speech a few days later. The so-called War on Terror received a lot 

of supporters and detractors in the preliminary facet. Some scholars -like Michael Ignatieff- stood 

foursquare for the implementation of torture to prevent the next terrorist attacks. Ignatieff uses the word 

“lesser evil” to claim any mechanism of indoctrination oriented to prevent the next terrorist blow 

(Ignatieff 2013). Some voices, even going further, applauded enthusiastically the War on Terror as an 

efficient measure to struggle against undemocratic regimes worldwide (Keohane 2008). On the opposite 

side, other scholars held the thesis that the War on Terror gave some legitimacy to undemocratic practices 

within the US which led to the destruction of check-and-balance institutions (Howie 2012; Skoll 2016; 

Altheide 2017).   As David Altheide brilliantly explains, the War against terrorism ignited a new debate 

revolving around the culture of fear, historically ingrained in the American character, and an emerging 

logic of spectacle emulated and packaged by the mass media. Put this simply, terrorism was successfully 

commoditized to implement economic policies that otherwise would be neglected by the citizenry. 

Without any doubt, terrorism cemented a new climate of intolerance and chauvinism directed against 

Muslims and foreigners which orchestrated the triumph and consequent presidency of Donald Trump 

(Altheide 2017). The war on terror, as Jonathan Simon, is far from being a new strategy to control the 

check and balance powers in the US.  In a trailblazing book entitled Governing through Crime, Simon 

dissects not only the legal jurisprudence of the US but also the historical role played by the General 

attorney to support the central administration. The framers -who are the founding parents of American 

democracy- strongly feared the ascendancy of any type of tyranny or despotic regime. To keep the 

republican stability, they implemented a set of check and balance institutions which efficient regulate the 
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bills passed by the Senate and the prerogatives of central administration.  During Nixon´s presidency, 

policy-makers developed a strategic plan to gain further governance through the creation of simulated 

dangers. These internal dangers -like communism- legitimate some practices and plans that escape the 

control of the other branches. The first war was against Cancer, followed by the War against the crime 

declared by Reagan. Ultimately, as Simon notes, the war on terror is a continuation of a disciplinary 

mechanism of control disposed to give the executive branch -through the General Attorney- the 

monopoly to set off what aspects are vital for homeland security (Simon 2007). The War on Terror 

abruptly began a new process (turning point) where nobody felt safe anymore and anytime. After all, this 

was an untypical act of violence where four commercial airplanes were weaponised against the most 

powerful country in the world. It is noteworthy that terrorism not only interrogated the efficacy of liberal 

democracy but also evinced the cynicism of democratic societies for the crimes perpetrated during the 

colonial period. To put the same in other terms, liberalism historically educated citizens to believe they 

were good persons only they pay taxes, are efficient workers or simply deliver children to schools but 

nothing has been said on the critical scrutiny on the foreign matters. In consequence, this created a 

paradoxical situation where citizens never questioned their states for the human rights violations 

committed abroad. Being democratic inside, but undemocratic outside was the quintessential nature of 

the Anglo-American Empire. Most certainly, the sentiment of panic -awakened up by terrorism- equates 

to the sentiment of culprit repressed over years by the Western governments. Whatever the case may be, 

the climate of terror witnessed just after 2001 has some common characteristics with the recent COVID-

19 outbreak.   In the post 9/11 days, everyone was a potential terrorist, a friend, a neighbour, a colleague 

or a closer classroom mate. The doctrine of homeland security constituted a fertile ground for 

xenophobic or chauvinist groups who proclaimed the exile of illegal migrants as well as undesired guests. 

Some reactionary movements blame globalization and migration for the crisis western democracies faced. 

Trump´s discourses were not pretty different from LePen in France, Orban in Hungary or even 

Bolsonaro in Brazil. What I am trying to say is that terrorism created a new movement which does not 

see the enemy as coming from the outside, but living with us. This means invariably that terrorists are 

part of our society, as natural evildoers waiting for attacking anytime. This discourse of living with the 

enemy inside not only declines the Western democracy but also hospitality. The terrorist is at this moment 

a person who looks and lives like us lurking in the darkness. At the same time, this doctrine engenders 

an unparalleled sentiment of panic which gradually erodes the tenets of hospitality in the West. The same 

applies to the COVID-19 pandemic. Far from being a foundational event, the pandemic is the foreclosure 

of an epoch that started just after 2001.  Like the terrorist who lives in the society he hates, the virus 

circulates silently everywhere invading and corrupting our bodies. As silent carriers of a lethal virus, now 
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all we are surveyed as potential terrorists who threaten the public order. The question whether the 

terrorist covers his face to hide its identity not to be easily identified by security forces, in a post COVID-

19 context, we should wear back-mouth to protect us. At the bottom, we are looking like a terrorist 

whereas avoiding the contact with the other. A set of disciplinary mechanisms are deployed to regulate 

our itineraries and mobilities in the westernised democracies. Lastly, COVID-19 not only weakens the 

social ties and the sentiment of solidarity but also accelerated a process of feudalisation mainly marked 

by political atomization, chauvinist and separatist discourses, as well as never-seen geopolitical tensions, 

low mobilities without mentioning a fear of strangers (Korstanje 2017; 2018b; Korstanje & George 2021; 

Korstanje & Scribano 2019).  

Rodanthi Tzanelli (2021) proffers a more than interesting diagnosis. She dissects the dichotomies 

around the low-mobilities and limonoid geographies post COVID-19. Per her stance, the Pandemic 

evinces not only the structural tensions among states, but also the invisibility of other much deeper global 

risks such the ecological crisis. COVID-19 enacted a new type of disciplinary logic based on the medical 

discourse desperately organised to control the virus propagation.  As she adheres, the virocene speaks us 

of a new time where the circulation of viruses escapes to the nation-state´s control. Beyond the 

devastating effects of COVID-19 in economy and society, the biomedical discourse is never questioned 

but what is more important reaffirmed in the role to control and fix the ecological malfunctioning. Whilst 

social distancing should be understood as a bridge between who lives and dies, no less true is that virus 

itinerary (circulation) marks the long dormant (racist) Eurocentric discourses of the colonial period. 

Ultimately, the sense of immobility calls for a sentiment of recrimination which supported by plots and 

conspiracy, is a fertile ground to racism, a sentiment of hostility directed against China. At the same time, 

the sense of local governance is interrogated and questioned by lay citizens. Tzanelli toys with two 

contrasting beliefs. On one hand, COVID-19 greased the rails of xenophobia -above all against non-

white Others-. On another, it rechannelled a sentiment of hostility against local governments and the 

“Other” who looks like me. The government failed to deal efficiently with the devastating effects 

generated by pandemic, whilst the “Other” is a potential infectious carrier of the virus who should be 

avoided -if not eradicated-.  

After further debate, I hold that the Russian-Ukraine war inscribes surely on this logic. Ukraine´s 

war represents the “Other neglect”. Starting from the premise medieval and modern wars were yielded 

by European countries to keep their ethnic differences -crystallised in their geographical borders- in a 

post Covid19 world, the acts of war are declared by siblings to eradicate the “Other” in me. We are not 

struggling with the “Other”, the different strange people, we now fight with us in a clear sign of 

intolerance, social decomposition and the decline of hospitality in westernised democracies. Since both 
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countries, Ukraine and Russia, share the same traditions and cultural roots, it is safe to say that we live in 

a new post-Hobbesian epoch characterised by the War of all against all. The same applies to any other 

regional tensions like China and Hong Kong, Spain and Barcelona or North and South Italy or even in 

UK and US, the Calexit or Brexit (only to name a few). In all these cases the same logic persists, there 

are a set of rules or laws which are not accepted anymore by a part of society. They want to play another 

game, not with us. This suggests that terrorism earlier and the Pandemic later inaugurated a new time 

mainly marked a new fractured world. In this vein, there are clear signs hospitality is dying, as least as we 

know it.   
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Ukraine 

Flabián Nievas 

CONICET-IIGG-UBA 

 

Background 

War is a complex phenomenon and understanding it requires a contextualization exercise that 

allows us to have an overview of the dynamics that lead to the conflagration. This war, which is being 

waged on Ukrainian territory, is the result of a set of historical and conjunctural dynamics, some with 

ancient roots. The territory in which the State of Ukraine exists today was formed by heterogeneous 

populations, with dissimilar cultural roots. The geographical fracture that constitutes the Dnieper River 

constituted, grosso modo, the delimitation of two political-cultural ethos, from the period known as "the 

great ruin", which began in 1663 after the abdication of the Ukrainian Hetman, which caused widespread 

discord. Due to the lack of agreements, two councils met, and two hetmans were elected: one for the 

Right Bank (Dnieper River) Cossacks, who were allied with Poland-Lithuania; and another for the Left 

Bank, allied with Moscow. This original division, although it never developed in a linear and continuous 

manner, shaped divergent configurations, even within the framework of a pre-modern state formation, 

in which one cannot speak of Ukrainians without incurring an anachronism. The population of that time, 

and of the following centuries, can be grouped into three large groups: nobles, peasants and Cossacks, 

the latter being a semi-nomadic group, who could act both as farmers and as warriors (the term "Cossack" 

is from Tatar origin, and means "free warrior"). The part of the right bank would be integrated into the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire at the end of the 18th CENTURY, after the final dismemberment of the 

Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, forming part of the conglomerate of proto-national groups, called 

Ruthenians. The part of the left bank, meanwhile, remained under the tsarist aegis, which was already in 

full expansion in different directions, structuring its own empire under the command of Pedro "the 

great". 

This division, although it did not dissolve the ties between the two communities, was maintained 

until the beginning of the 20th CENTURY, consolidating two parallel trajectories that, in approximately 

a century and a half, generated differential intra-community ties between one and the other.  

With the First World War both empires, the Austro-Hungarian and the Czarist, collapsed. This 

political dislocation allowed the emergence of various groups claiming the formation of national States. 

As the ethnic groups haven’t got neither defined borders, nor a territory with clear contours, while the 

same spaces were occupied, on many occasions, alternately by different groups, the final definition was 

the result of complex and dynamic relationships of forces between different populations. Such 

resolutions themselves, left everyone dissatisfied, as usually in these processes. Poland, Estonia, 
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Lithuania, Ukraine, Belarus, were the product of that resolution, at the end of the Great War, and in the 

context of the war that was taking place in Russia between the revolutionary and counterrevolutionary 

forces, the latter supported by foreign powers. . 

When this war was relatively defined in favor of the Bolsheviks, the Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics was created, a federation in which each republic enjoyed some degree of autonomy, but none 

to the level of Russia. The Soviet giant was the largest political entity on the planet, with 22.4 million 

square kilometers. 

After the death of Lenin and the rise of Stalin, a policy of internal repression began that part of 

the population of the Socialist Republic of Ukraine suffered particularly. Peasants designated as "kulaks" 

were declared class enemies of the people, as opposed to the "batraks" (poor peasantry), and were 

deported in large numbers to Siberia. The collectivization of the countryside was imposed, which was 

resisted by the peasants, which was answered by the central power with the confiscation of grains, causing 

the "Holodomor" (Ukrainian genocide) in 1932, which claimed no less than one million and lives, 

although the figures vary according to different sources, and it is not unreasonable to suppose that they 

were around double that number. In the regions where this was most acute, entire villages disappeared, 

which were later inhabited by migrants, mostly Russians.  

Nationalist groups, who had fought with little luck against the Russians and Poles (and even sent 

emissaries to the Brest Litovsk negotiations asking for recognition of a self-proclaimed government, 

without even being received), fed their anti-Russian resentment. These groups were based especially in 

the west of the country. After the German occupation of the Sudetenland, Czechoslovakia became a 

federation of Czechs, Slovaks (who formally declared themselves independent) and Ukrainians, who 

declared the founding of Carpathian Ukraine on their own on March 14, 1939, but was immediately 

occupied by Hungary, which had the German consent to take that territory that it had longed for. 

When World War II began, the Organization of Nationalist Ukrainians operated, in its two 

fractions (one of which was led by Stepan Bandera), in harmony with the German army: Bandera's 

fraction created two battalions with German authorization, while the another incorporated several of his 

men into the Gestapo; in both cases their only targets were the Red Army and the guerrillas supporting 

it. In parallel, other Ukrainians, mostly from the east, joined the partisan groups that fought the invaders. 

In order not to incur an anachronism, it should be noted that the German troops were well received by 

a large part of the population (not only in the Ukraine, but also in the Baltic countries), who saw them as 

liberators from communism. This was also believed by Bandera, whose organization declared the 

restoration of Ukraine's independence on June 30, 1941. The document said that the independent 

Ukraine "will collaborate closely with Greater National Socialist Germany, which under the leadership of 
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Adolf Hitler, is committed to the formation of a new order in Europe and the world, and is helping the 

Ukrainian people to free themselves from the Moscow occupation.” This step, without consultation with 

the Germans, earned Bandera and one of his battalions jail. However, the occupied populations quickly 

perceived that German oppression was worse than Communist oppression, with the consequence that, 

when the Soviet counterattack began, they lacked the support initially provided by the majority of the 

local population.  

The resentments between those who collaborated and those who resisted intensified, reinforcing 

the differences that were built up historically. The Bandera battalion that was not captured, together with 

the other fraction of the OUN, created the "Ukrainian Insurgent Army" (UPA), which fought against the 

Germans and against the Soviet guerrillas. They were later joined by some Tatars, Azeris, Georgians and 

Armenians, forming the "Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of Nations". This guerrilla continued to act, although 

increasingly weakened, until 1952. At the beginning of the following year Iosif Stalin died, and Nikita 

Khrushchev assumed the leadership of the Soviet Union, who was succeeded by the Ukrainian Leonid 

Brezhnev. This is simply an example of the complex panorama in which the institutionalization of the 

Ukrainian nation-state was forged, culminating on August 24, 1991, five days after the failed coup against 

Gorbachev, when Ukraine proclaimed its independence. However, such an initiative did not have 

unanimous support from all citizens. The plebiscite to which the declaration of independence was 

submitted showed that it had a support of just over 90%, except in Crimea, where it barely exceeded 

54%. There one must look for the reasons why, almost a quarter of a century later, Russia breaks with 

relative ease the accession of the Crimeans to Ukraine (a republic to which it had been transferred in 

1954, having belonged to Russia since 1945). 

The first president, Leonid Kravchuk (1991-1994) was affected by the corruption that occurred 

during the privatization process. In parallel, something similar was happening in Russia with Boris Yeltsin. 

Under the second president, Leonid Kuchma (1994-2005), the new Constitution was enacted, which 

allowed him to be re-elected. He was succeeded by Victor Yúschenko, who favored rapprochement with 

Europe and distancing himself from Russia, in a close dispute with Victor Yanukovych, supported by 

Kuchma and in favor of close collaboration with Russia. The result was so close that Yanukovych was 

initially considered the winner, but before the mobilization (the "orange revolution", as it was called by 

Yushchenko's supporters), the anti-Russian candidate (2005-2010) was considered the winner. In addition 

to imposing the Ukrainian language as the only official language (despite the fact that other languages, 

mainly Russian, are spoken in the east and south of the country), claiming the Halychyna division, which 

had fought as part of the German army against the Soviets, was who began negotiations to join the 

European Community and the North Atlantic Organization. This not only generated tensions with 
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Russia, but also within Ukraine, with a large part of the population that opposed the change in orientation, 

anticipating a sort of estrangement from its own history. This malaise, plus discrepancies in the governing 

force, led to Victor Yanukovych's victory in the following electoral round, who began to retrace the pro-

European path of his predecessor and move closer to the Russian Federation. This led to the beginning 

of the armed conflict, which can easily be classified as a "hybrid war". 

It is also necessary to review another geopolitical movement that fuels this conflict. After the 

dissolution of the Soviet Union and, consequently, of the Warsaw Pact (military alliance of Eastern 

European countries), there were formal promises that NATO would not incorporate countries that had 

been in the opposing alliance. However, a first territorial expansion of the Atlantic alliance was in 1990, 

with the German reunification, which meant the incorporation of the space of the former Democratic 

Republic of Germany. But, in an undisguised way, it broke what was agreed in 1999, when Hungary, 

Poland and the Czech Republic joined; This was followed by a second expansionary wave in 2004, when 

Bulgaria, Slovakia, Slovenia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Romania joined NATO; Croatia and Albania 

did so in 2009, Montenegro in 2017 and North Macedonia in 2020. The siege on Russia grew ever tighter. 

 

The Euromaidan, the beginning of the hybrid war 

When Yanukovych announced, on November 21, 2013, that he was suspending the signing of 

the association agreement with the European Union, and that he intended to replace it with an agreement 

that, in addition to the European Union, would include Russia , the opposition parties called for protests 

in the streets of Kiev, achieving the largest mobilizations since the “orange revolution”. Understanding 

this is relatively easy; The capital, kyiv, is in the heart of the northwest, which is where the groups most 

reluctant to link with the Russians settle, and those who most advocated the "Europeanization" of 

Ukraine, while in the southeast are the most linked (even by family ties in many cases) to Russia. 

The Euromaidan (“maidan” is “square”) was called by its supporters the “revolution of dignity”, 

while Russian military analysts warned that it was the beginning of a hybrid war, something that is difficult 

to establish at the time of the events, unless there is privileged information from intelligence services, 

which is likely in the Russian case. An outside observer must wait for events to unfold to be certain that 

this is the first phase of a hybrid war and not a phenomenally similar but essentially different movement. 

The formation of the Pravy Sektor (“Right Sector”, far-right party) at Euromaidan, with its display of 

violence, which was replicated shortly after against the sectors that supported government policy, could 

be considered episodic or indicative of a phenomenon of larger scale. Only with the passage of time 

could one have certainty regarding the characterization. 
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After a decline in stocks, at the beginning of 2014 a vertiginous sequence of events was unleashed, 

which took away the government's ability to respond. On February 19, the Lvov Oblast (cradle of 

Ukrainian nationalism and bordering Poland, which is a member of NATO) declared its independence 

from the central government; Simultaneously, in several northwestern cities there were riots, attacks on 

police stations, altering the OODA cycle (Observe – Orient – Decide – Act), leading to the virtual 

paralysis of the attacked. This culminated in the fall of the government, the installation of temporary 

authorities, and the calling of elections on May 25, which were won by Petró Poroshenko, one of the 

richest men in Ukraine, owner of the chocolate industry, who toured the demonstrations. of the 

Euromaidan distributing chocolates. But before that happened, and when he was acting as head of the 

executive Alexander Turchynov, a series of rebellions began in the Ukrainian southeast.  

On March 11 Crimea and Sevastopol declared themselves independent, appearing the Republic 

of Crimea which, after the March 16 plebiscite, formally joined Russia on March 18. The following week, 

convened by Obama, the G-7 (United States, Germany, France, Italy, Canada, United Kingdom and 

Japan) met to expel Russia from the G-8. 

 On April 7, protesters seized control of the Donetsk regional administration, immediately 

proclaiming the Donetsk People's Republic (the Kharkov People's Republic was declared the same day, 

but government authorities regained control the next day). Political tensions and riots turned into open 

military hostilities. The central government sent troops to the southeast and the separatists confronted 

them. In Donetsk they shot down a military plane with forty paratroopers who were going as part of a 

contingent to try to regain control of the region. A month later, following a referendum, the Lugansk 

People's Republic was proclaimed. 

This territorial rearrangement is an unequivocal and dramatic manifestation of the prevailing 

tension in the Ukrainian population, some of whose milestones I tried to show, and which, undoubtedly, 

in many situations (such as this one) is fed from outside the country. In 2014, Ukraine fully entered the 

geopolitical divide between the Russian Federation and NATO. Not only the escalation of the conflict, 

but to a large extent its installation has the imprint of at least two powers: the United States, the main 

contributor to the Atlantic military alliance, which at that time was governed by the bellicose Nobel Peace 

Prize winner, Barack Obama; and Russia, headed formally by Vladimir Putin for the second time. The 

old contenders of the cold war were once again approaching the ring. 

 

Second phase: unconventional warfare 

From that moment on, the Ukrainian government began to treat the separatists in Donbas, a 

region in which the two people's republics, militarily and economically assisted by Russia, exclusively 
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military. Crimea, for its part, by formally joining the Federation, became virtually unassailable, since an 

attack on it was an attack on Russia. The firepower of the separatists was enough to hold off the Ukrainian 

government forces. On July 17, a Boeing 777 aircraft operated by Malaysia Airlines was hit by a surface-

to-air missile in the Donbas area, killing all 298 on board. Immediately there were crossed accusations 

and to this day the responsibilities were not fully clarified. From then to date, the "internal" war, financed 

and fed with weapons from outside the region, has claimed some 15,000 lives, the vast majority of them 

civilians. Attempts at a negotiated peace failed twice; Both Minsk agreements (December 2014 and 

February 2015) were quickly breached by the parties, so hostilities continued their course. Despite 

everything, neither of the two republics had formal recognition by Russia. 

Meanwhile, Poroshenko's presidency was marked by the economic recession and corruption 

scandals due to the diversion of Army funds, in addition to being mentioned in the "Panama papers" and 

in the "Paradise papers". The closure of industries increased unemployment, pushing thousands of 

Ukrainians to emigrate, and diseases typical of poverty and lack of prevention such as tuberculosis, 

measles, polio and diphtheria reappeared.  

The stagnation of the Donbas conflict expressed the relaxation in the geopolitical dispute between 

the United States and the Russian Federation. The then US president, Donald Trump, considered the 

Atlantic alliance obsolete, from which he took away funding, weakening its operations. Therefore, despite 

the insistence of the Ukrainian authorities to join the European Union and NATO, their membership 

was not accepted. On the other hand, Russia showed no interest in advancing decisively on the Donbas, 

which was evidenced by its reluctance to recognize the people's republics, but it did not stop assisting 

them either, which indicates that its existence was beneficial to them, as a point of pressure on the claims 

of the Ukrainian government. 

In this context of economic crisis, political disenchantment and military irresolution, the new 

elections in Ukraine on April 19, 2019 called attention to an outsider, Volodimir Zelenski, who 

campaigned almost completely online, attracting various supporters, including of extreme right-wing 

sectors, although he himself does not express that position. Almost in parallel, in the United States, 

Trump fell against Democrat Joe Biden, who was always a staunch defender of the Atlantic alliance, and 

gave a 180° turn to his predecessor's policy regarding NATO. This generated a new scenario, which 

quickly gained dynamism. 

 

Phase Three: Conventional Warfare 

Any playwright understands the mistake of having a comedic actor star in a drama. That is the 

Ukrainian tragedy. Without much experience in politics, everything seems to indicate that Zelenski acted 
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based on the promises or insinuations made by his potential partners, beyond the fact that his convictions 

could coincide with those lines of action. Thus, despite Russia's repeated and explicit warnings, he stayed 

on a collision course, perhaps convinced that Putin would never dare to act against a country that was 

backed by the European Union and NATO. But if such an eventuality materializes, the military siege on 

the Russian Federation would tighten, something they would not tolerate since it would put them in a 

situation of extreme vulnerability. To support the statements of the head of state, between January and 

April 2021 the Russian army held a concentration of some 20,000 troops near the border with Ukraine. 

In January 2022, the negotiations between Russia and NATO fail. On February 21, Russia formally 

recognized the People's Republics of Donetsk and Lugansk, which reverted, the next day, in a package 

of sanctions by the European Union. By then, 200,000 men had already been deployed on the Ukrainian 

border. Three days later, he ordered what he euphemistically called "special military operations", which 

was the invasion of the territory of Ukraine. 

Although it is difficult to establish precisions while operations are in progress, it is possible to 

make some observations regarding military performance. Knowing the background of the Russian army 

in Georgia or Chechnya, although it would be possible to go back to Afghanistan, when it was still the 

Soviet Red Army, the performance minimizing the damage to the civilian population is remarkable. At 

this point we must be very cautious, because the propaganda of both sides tends to distort reality in favor 

of each one. We are primarily targets of Western propaganda, which openly supports Ukraine. For this 

reason, it is not necessary to uncritically accept all the information, particularly those with the greatest 

emotional impact, because they are not about the war, but are part of it. The corpses of civilians that 

appeared in Bucha, for example, until it is reliably determined what happened (and this can happen long 

after the end of the war), it is unwise to assign it to any of the sides, even though there are elements to 

attribute it to one or to another Clearing up, as far as possible, the propaganda, there are objective facts 

that allow us to infer the extreme care of the Russian forces over the civilian population. In the first place, 

the number of exiles, estimated so far at around five million (more than 10% of the inhabitants), which 

is a smaller number than the number of displaced persons, that is, the population that moves towards 

the northwest as Russian forces advancing. Secondly, the non-destruction of railway lines and roads, 

which not only allow humanitarian corridors for the withdrawal of the population, but also the arrival of 

supplies for Ukraine, especially weapons, sent by the powers of the NATO. Thirdly, the non-destruction 

of communications, something that can be done physically and/or electronically. Disrupting 

communications is one of the first missions in an attack, and it was done by the US in Iraq and 

Afghanistan (tried but failed in Yugoslavia, where TV studios were bombed). Compare the action of the 
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multinational contingent in Iraq or Afghanistan, or what NATO itself did in Yugoslavia (or what the 

Russians did in Chechnya) and you will see that extreme precautions are being taken.  

Such behavior is completely reasonable if one takes into account that for the Russians as 

important as achieving their current objectives, which are fundamentally to destroy all Ukrainian military 

capacity and prevent access to NATO, is the post-war period. Unlike the wars in which Europeans and 

Americans usually participate, far from their borders, the Russians will have to continue to live with the 

Ukrainians as neighbors, so it is necessary to act with restraint, concentrating on military targets, which, 

almost two months of development of the contest, it can be said that they have been carrying out in a 

systematic and forceful manner. The only setback, more propagandistic and moral than effective, was the 

sinking of the flagship cruiser of the Russian Black Sea fleet, the Moskva. It did not compromise at all 

the naval operations, which are to support and supply the ground troops.  

With the fall of Mariupol, and the unification of the southern front with the east, a second phase 

seems to be beginning, and large concentrations of teams are observed with a view to what may be the 

consolidation of the Donbas region (it would not even be unreasonable if somehow “revive” the Republic 

of Kharkov), the total control of the shore of the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov, and/or the advance 

towards the total destruction of all Ukrainian military capacity. 

 

Provisional balance 

The military balance is clear and there were no surprises. Ukraine does not have air cover (it only 

uses helicopters and drones, which are of low lethality and relatively easy to fight) nor can it have it since, 

even if they supplied planes, they lack pilots who can fly them, and airports from which to operate, since 

the airports were and are the target of Russian artillery and missiles.  

The uncertain supply of weapons and ammunition by NATO (uncertain because there are 

repeated announcements to that effect, there are no details on such supplies), as well as economic aid, 

only fuel a conflict that militarily is, as far as can be seen today, hardly reversible. But this shows more or 

less clearly that the war is not in Ukraine but in Ukraine, between Russia and NATO, where Ukraine puts 

the territory, the infrastructure losses, and most of the dead. A battered Zelensky does what he does best: 

position himself in front of Western audiences, presenting himself as the victim of the villainous Putin. 

But whether or not Putin is a villain does not change that the war is not a personal attribute, but escalates 

because of NATO's intention to further encircle Russia.  

The contradictions of the Ukrainian population, far from trying to be undermined, have been 

exacerbated by the different governments since the dissolution of the Soviet Union. This, fueled from 

outside by NATO and Russia, generated an internal war that began in 2014. The Trump period generated 
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an impasse in the conflict, but the assumption of Biden (who, remember, had been vice president of the 

bellicose Obama) made heighten tensions, and pushed Russia into the war. NATO provided the reasons 

and, presumably, a large part of the weapons and economic support for Ukraine to take on the dirty work 

and put the suffering on its territory (“aid” that, in due course, will be in charge of collecting). Time, for 

now, is running in favor of the Russians. Ukraine's government survives only on foreign assistance. 

Provisionally, the perspective is a military victory for Russia, which is possibly why precautions are being 

taken regarding the civilian population, thinking about the postwar period. But it undoubtedly loses in 

global terms. Nor will NATO come out of this conflict unscathed. The big winner seems to be China, 

which not only subordinates Russia in commercial terms, but also appears as an expectant, observing 

above the conflict in which potential adversaries are exhausted. The United States, getting so clearly 

involved in the war, cannot propose itself as an arbiter of it; this role is reserved for China. But it is still 

speculation.  

Another complementary chapter, but no less important, is the economic dispute. After the 

exclusion of some Russian banks from the Swift system and the freezing of assets of the Russian State 

abroad, Moscow replied by demanding payment for the gas it supplies to Europe in rubles for all the 

countries that participate in economic hostilities with them. This not only revalued the ruble, but also put 

pressure on the euro and the dollar, at a time when the yuan is positioning itself as a pretender to dispute 

the primacy of the US currency as an international transaction unit, which is also supported by the 

development of the virtual yuan. The context of rising food and gas prices, as a direct and immediate 

effect of the war, deteriorates the relative value of the dollar. 

All these reasons make us think that the longer this war lasts, the worse off its protagonists will 

be; Ukraine, which is very likely to lose more territory, not only Crimea but the Donbas region and, 

perhaps, its ports in the Sea of Azov and the Black Sea; It will be very difficult for Russia to recover in 

the international framework (although they were unable to expel it from the G-20), and it has remained 

commercially and economically subordinated to China; NATO shows its limits as an international bully, 

and loses credibility for future incursions; Europe accelerates its political and economic decline; and the 

United States will be hit politically and economically. It is not a zero sum game. It is negative sum. 
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The Transglobalization Has Begun: with the blood of the innocents 

Adrián Scribano 

CONICET-IIGG-UBA // CIES 

 

What amazes us about the Russian Bureau's invasion of Ukraine? The reasons the Bureau argues? 

No, the wars always have monsters and phantoms as reasons. Its character of inter-imperialist 

confrontation? No, war is the “way of being” in Europe, except for very short periods of time. The war 

between Europeans, the war against Europeans, the war to dominate non-Europeans, and wars with and 

for their allies, that is what we non-Europeans study from elementary school. That the United States 

encourages and produces wars all over the world, always? No, obviously, that is what we call, at least 

since the Second World War clearly, the global military-scientific complex. That the truth is lost among 

the meanders of communication stories? No obviously, that is almost the vault key of any war. 

It is no amazement that urges us to repudiate this brutal invasion, it is the horror at the 

extemporaneous repetition, out of "calculus" (?) of proposing barbarism as a measure of humanity, once 

again, belatedly clarifying that Socialism or Barbarism was not just a slogan.  

Where there was real socialism barbarism remains, where social democracy there was 

normalization of immediate enjoyment through consumption remains; Neither values, norms, risk 

horizons, nor self-protection measures have been applied, only an open warlike gesture is seen without 

fruits or roots.  

Only the fragile, the innocent, the weak, the frail, and the precarious die in/because of their 

ethnicity, gender, age, and class. The same as in the Middle East, Africa, and Latin America, whether due 

to other wars, the depredation of environmental assets (gold, precious stones), human trafficking, arms 

sales, the drug business, and/or public infrastructure corruption around the world.   

In this context, I want to present here one of the most outstanding impacts of the War in this 

first part of the year 2022, of the second year of the second decade of the beginning of the 21st century: 

the definitive "presentation in society" of what we are going to call trans -globalization.  

Trans-globalization is characterized by the modification of three basic features of the 

structuration processes on a planetary scale: a) the unnoticed acceptance of the global extension of the 

Banalization of Good, the Politics of Perversion, and the Logic of Waste, b) the return of the 

issue/tension/paradox of sovereignty as a physical device for international mediation of virtual 

transnational commodifications, and c) the acceleration of the so-called energy transition. 

This initiates a process of mutation of the already old local/global relationship, with loss of 

visibility of what is considered outside/inside, the increasingly complex stratification of inequalities, and 
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the emphasis on the fragile ways of being and being in gender, age, ethnic group, and class as a solidary 

reverse of their supposed overcoming.   

In this context, in this text I will follow the next argumentative strategy: a) I will characterize the 

central components of the politics of the sensibilities of normalized societies in the immediate enjoyment 

through consumption as the "background" of the war, b) I will analyze four postcards that make evident 

the characterization of war as a transglobal fact and c) I will synthesize the place of hope in these difficult 

moments.   

 

A) The components of Politics of Sensibilities on Normalized Societies as War Global Context6 

The current situation of the Global South in particular, and of the planet in general, is 

characterized by 1) a great process of depredation of common goods especially that of the 

corporal/emotional energy; 2) the consolidation of social bearability mechanisms and devices for the 

regulation of sensations on a planetary scale; and 3) a piece of immense repressive machinery that has 

been elaborated on the basis of fear and violence. 

b) In the context of the situation described, a “new neo-colonial religion” has been 

developed whose dogmas of faith are mimetic consumption, resignation, and diminished humanism. The 

above-mentioned dogmas connect with the massification of a “sociodicy of frustration” that obliterates 

disruptive practices and reproduces the consolidation of the present political economy of morality. 

c) Within the framework above, it is possible to note the consolidation of societies 

normalized in immediate enjoyment through consumption that implies the consecration of a sacrificial 

and spectacularized structure of a cultural economy for global emotionalization. 

d) In respect of the breakdown of the neo-colonial religion, there is a set of interstitial 

practices (love, reciprocity, joy) that deny the truth regime of the political economy of morality and which, 

in turn, are inscribed in the context of a set of disruptive practices such as collective “interdictions” and 

topologies of rejections.  

The constitution of normalized societies in immediate enjoyment is the result of, and at the same 

time produces, the intensification of consumption as a strategy of the political economy in many of the 

states of the Global South and North. One of the privileged routes for “reinforcing”/building the 

representational situation for Others that consumption implies, is the presence of government and private 

spectacles as moments of condensation of sensibilities. In this framework, it is necessary to synthesize 

the three features of the politics of sensibilities that accompany the colonization of the inner planet: The 

                                                           
6 This article and especially this section and the last one are directly connected with my book Scribano, A (2021) 

Colonization of Inner Planet. 21st Century Social Theory from the Politics of Sensibilities. Routledge UK 
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Logic of Waste (LoW), the elaboration of a Politics of Perversion (PoP) and the Practices of Banalization 

of Good (BoG) 

 

The Logic of Waste 

Our intention here is to propose a metonymic game: the analysis of waste is an indicator of the 

“form” of a predatory and sacrificial society. It is in the indicated sense that we want to review here the 

classification of the discarded in sacrificial societies as a “pre-ludic” to a re-conceptualization of the 

marginal. Those who “treat-with-the-waste” are a testimony of the place of those remains left by a society 

that predates, are traces of the votive vows left on the sacrificial altar of enjoyment, and are secular 

offerings so that consumption is perpetuated. 

We propose to understand this “extension” of the “practices of scrapping”, following the 

footsteps of the analysis that both Weber and Adorno and Horkheimer carried out regarding the place 

of instrumental rationality as an expansion/incorporation of the logic of modern science as a structure 

of social practices at the dawn of the 20th century. 

In the context of the above, what we propose is: a) to understand that the mode/form of 

normalization is connected with the styles of immediate enjoyment that are created in “tension” with the 

“ways of consuming”, generating a diversity of “practices of discard”; b) understand how the 

aforementioned practices are one of the basic axes for the constitution of the sacrificial spectacularity 

that characterizes normalization. To put it another way, discarding has become an “action scheme” and 

a vector of the practices of feeling that occur as a result of the connections: consumption = waste = 

predation. It is in this sense that, exploring consumption, sacrificiality and scrapping, we propose some 

clues to understanding a phenomenon that we consider central in the contemporary structuring of our 

society. 

In a predatory world, the interaction logics are constituted between the elliptical torsions that are 

instantiated between the acts of consuming and discarding. One of the cunnings of the current political 

economy of morality is to extend the practices and gestures of planetary depredation of energy to 

everyday life. From the beginning of the twentieth century, instrumental logic (sensu Horkheimer) 

extended as practical logic (sensu Bourdieu); today predatory logic marks the pre-reflective frames of 

consciousness and interpretation schemes (sensu Giddens) in the form of disposal practices. 

Consuming as the inaugural act of sacrificial capitalism implies (in this argumentative context) the 

extension of its “format”, encompassing the connections of human beings with objects, with all living 

beings and with themselves. Every act of consumption involves waste, waste and waste. Three results, 
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but at the same time conditions of possibility of any relationship in the world of the disposable, that in 

their volume and diversity act as models of the “next” actions of enjoyment-in-the-consumption. 

Discarding thus involves the part of the object/subject/process that is left unconsumed, given 

the structure of the act itself and the part of the object that, given the condition/structure/ materiality of 

the object, it is inappropriate/impossible to destroy. 

The sacrificial is stressed with and disposable as the practical logic of doing in contemporary 

capitalist society. A society that takes waste to use as merchandise, a society that sacrifices what is on the 

sidelines, a society that delivers a daily offering on the altar of production so that the world continues as 

it is, a society that ritualizes neo-colonially bodily energies in pursuit of predation, structures a set of social 

relationships around the triad consumption = object = dispossession. 

The objects stand upside down and begin to rule the world of men in and through a fetishism 

that made body incarnate the practices of a secular religion valued in the political economy of morality. 

The dialectical game between consuming, discarding and enjoying opens a reorganization/restructuring 

inter-and intraclass, and repeats the extension of the conditions of possibility of capitalism as a system. 

The waste is a point of the sacrificial strategy of a society of compensatory consumption: 

normalized in the immediate enjoyment the society operates a double substitution, the offering becomes 

new waste and the remains metamorphose into offerings. The substitutive efficacy of consumption re-

writes what there is of the person represented in the propitiatory victim; it is the represented person who 

operates in mimetic identity with what is offered (object), the naturalization of his victimization to 

maintain order/consumption and remove the shadow of the crisis. To chase away the crisis by 

transposing the object of the object is the role of waste in the waste of your life, it is a life so that life-in-

consumption does not cease. Where there was a waste, consumption remains and through it, the 

reproduction of enjoyment is obtained on the altars of the compensations to dissolve the conflict.  

 

Politics of Perversion (PoP) 

The politics of perversion consists of making lies, manipulation, fictionalization, etc. a desirable 

“state of affairs” as a central strategy for managing emotions. We argue that we are facing policies, since 

the actions referred to can be better understood if they are inscribed in what we have called “politics of 

bodies”, “politics of emotions” and “politics of the senses”. We affirm that they are political because 

their modulation and execution must be thought in terms of the patterns of feeling that are elaborated in 

the tensions between sociabilities, experientialities and sensibilities. Managing sensations, managing 

emotions and designing sensibilities, a set of practices of feeling that shape the political economy of 

morality, is outlined. It is precisely in the presence of directing the social cement that is 
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found/elaborated/arises between ethics, morals and aesthetics that there emerges a politics whose main 

objective is that the auditoriums feel and that the subjects participate in the spectacle and the sacrificiality. 

But these politics have a particularity: they are actions whose object/effect is to camouflage, to 

pass off “one-thing-for-another”, to deny what exists, and to deny what exists by an exhibition, by 

demonstration, by exuberance. They are perverse practices; practices of investing completely, 

emphasizing the reverse. These are state practices, government efforts, the unintended consequences of 

state action. 

The policy of perversion consists in the fact that the paradoxical link is established as the axis of 

a sensibilities management strategy. It is a way of refusing the real; it is to not relocate (be) in what is 

manifest; it is blocking what bothers. It is a way of splitting the acting self: “the-who-does-practice” 

unfolds and splits to make (be) bear what is in the break. The perversion of politics is the unnoticed 

acceptance of the renunciation of social change (“there will always be poor people”). It is an emphasis 

on self-satisfaction (it is what “I feel”), it is a form of “acceptance of evil” that seeks to expand, reproduce 

and massify. It is the epic hyperbolization of the acceptance that “there will never be any more”. A 

perversion policy is identified when one thing is said for another, when it shows what it is not, when it 

appears, when it is simulated, the sensibility of others is manipulated/managed when there is a policy of 

shows intended to hide. Politics is a perversion as an exercise of a ministry (sensu Bourdieu). 

 

Banalization of Good (BoG) 

The BoG has at least six basic characteristics that are threaded into two pairs of elliptical and 

dialectically arranged triads: 1) fetish-dogma-heteronomy; and 2) epic-gesture-narration. These triads are 

registered and displayed in an irregular space qualified by four complementary nodes of resignation, as a 

component of the neo-colonial religion: consolation/generosity/commiseration/miserabilism. 

The two triads are, in short, moments of the same helical movement where each of its moments 

comes into tension with the other and with the passing at different times through the same place, but in 

a different “state of affairs”. Thus fetish-dogma-heteronomy and epic-gesture-narration integrate the 

features of the BoG and are located on an inscription surface constituted/drawn within the framework 

of four points that interact geometrically: consolation/generosity/commiseration/miserabilism.  

The features of the BoG are assessed enhanced and better understood if it is possible, at least 

partially, to investigate how it is produced and/or what processes it implies. The procedure is simple. The 

contents and senses are selected whose acceptance and prestige are part of: a) a common foundational 

story; b) involve characters of mythical valence; and c) actions associated with heroic deeds. These 

objects, processes and characters are placed at the service of action and/or events that have a particular 
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character with claims of universalization; they are processed. They enrol in productions of “benevolent” 

results that, when liquefying the original emotional evocation, truly empty the truth. When it is 

aestheticized and massified, what invoked the moral force of goodness collapses and is reduced to a mere 

process.  

At present, the BoG can be observed in three aspects of aesthetics as a political phenomenon: 

the dismantling of the contents referred to as “the revolutionary”, the loss/loss of a “happy ending” for 

history, and the re-invention of the collective resolved in terms of a “new” individualization.  

It is in this framework of the BoG processes that the place of fiction emerges strongly. Although 

“fictionalizing” and “pretending” are not equivalent practices, they go through the “procedural” from 

three axes: a) an “as if” society, where the really important thing is to represent/dramatize the experience, 

not to live it; b) a society where “having strong/deep experiences” is an imperative of the political 

economy of morality; and c) the hyperbolization of the appearance as pornographic solidarity in front of 

the “authentic”.  

Having an experience and living an experience becomes, on many occasions, the practice of 

buying such experience or of “making-of-account-that-I have lived”. The BoG is an imposter in its 

metaphorical transfer of controlling and manipulating a state of affairs to appear, to emerge. It is not 

necessary to live, it is enough to show that I have lived, and it is not necessary to believe, only to show 

that I believe. 

 

B) The postcards of the war 

Given the nature of this essay, I will limit myself to using the metaphor of the postcard, recovering 

that old tourist practice of sending loved ones a card with illustrations, drawings, and/or photographs as 

a sample of the place they were visiting. This assumed that said shipping did not contain "the whole 

reality" but rather some clues to "make see/feel" what was experienced by the person traveling.  

In this line, I selected four postcards of the war: the girl singing the Frozen song in a bomb 

shelter, the people dressed as tourists with their pets fleeing from the military threat, the consolidation 

of the warlike role of social networks, and the pipeline gas station as a symbol of energy dependency.  

Postcards that show the barbarity of war, but also some small traces of the 

modifications/adaptations that are evidencing the violence of capitalism as a religion.  

 

1- FIRST POSTCARD. Frozen, the girl singing in Russian and let it go 

In the first weeks of the invasion, a video filmed with a cell phone of a girl singing “Let it go” in 

an air-raid shelter in Kyiv could be seen all over the world, which in a very heartfelt way was applauded 
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by adults. The girl sang an emblematic song of the Disney movie: Frozen; whose merchandising (dresses, 

toys, ornaments, etc.) has traveled and travels the entire world.  

The lyrics in English are as follows   

The snow glows white on the mountain tonight 

Not a footprint to be seen 

A kingdom of isolation 

And it looks like I'm the queen 

The wind is howling like this swirling storm inside 

Couldn't keep it in, heaven knows I've tried 

Don't let them in, don't let them see 

Be the good girl you always have to be 

Conceal, don't feel, don't let them know 

Well, now they know 

Let it go, let it go 

Can't hold it back anymore 

Let it go, let it go 

Turn away and slam the door 

I don't care what they're going to say 

Let the storm rage on 

The cold never bothered me anyway 

It's funny how some distance makes everything seem small 

And the fears that once controlled me can't get to me at all 

It's time to see what I can do 

To test the limits and break through 

No right, no wrong, no rules for me 

I'm free 

Let it go, let it go 

I am one with the wind and sky 

Let it go, let it go 

You'll never see me cry 

Here I stand and here I stay 

Let the storm rage on 

My power flurries through the ai r into the ground 
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My soul is spiraling in frozen fractals all around 

And one thought crystallizes like an icy blast 

I'm never going back, the past is in the past 

Let it go, let it go 

When I'll rise like the break of dawn 

Let it go, let it go 

That perfect girl is gone 

Here I stand in the light of day 

Let the storm rage on 

The cold never bothered me anyway 

Source: LyricFind 

Composers: Kristen Anderson-Lopez / Robert Lopez 

 

The “west” commodified in the planetary business of children's products shows its trans-global 

strength in a place, a language, and a situation disanchored, uprooted and re-implanted. Disney has won, 

it makes no sense to come looking for the origins of a Russia (or Ukraine, Poland, Spain, USA, Argentina 

or Uruguay, etc.) in a "place" that only exists as a ghost or as a fantasy, as nostalgia or as melancholia. 

The very notion of territoriality has been transformed into emotionalization and a politics of sensibility.    

“The West” turned into a child heroine exclaims: let it go, let it go, open your hand; as a mantra 

of a globalized “mindfulness” and swallowed to be easily understood, there is nothing to catch, 

possession is not what counts, everything flows.   

A child with the ability to freeze everything cries out for allowing herself to go to "another life" 

as a way of being, and another of flesh and blood who claims the opportunity to go beyond the anti-

aircraft tunnels, beyond the fear of losing everything: the narration of the secular magic of the hero that 

crosses the entire history of the West and the East, now turned into a movie by the entertainment giant 

that makes the weapons of other centuries useless. The only way left for the invader is extermination to 

keep nothing or, like the barbarians, just set Rome on fire because the most important of the Empire was 

not there: its citizens (those who rule are never where the bombs fall).  

Our heroine of flesh and Bone endorses the words of the Princess  

Well, now they know 

it go, let it go 

Can't hold it back anymore 

Let it go, let it go 
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Yes, they now know it, they have to be let go, it is impossible (and at the same time what they 

kill/die for) to contain, lock up, possess, and maintain themselves as centuries ago is the sign of weakness 

of all the contenders. 

It is in this context that Disney, pedagogical as always, and more moralizing than ever, puts into 

the mouth of a girl who flees from the past to be herself and thus reign part of the structure of logic and 

physics of the XXI Century.  

Here I stand and here I stay 

Let the storm rage on 

My power flurries through the air into the ground 

My soul is spiraling in frozen fractals all around 

And one thought crystallizes like an icy blast 

I'm never going back, the past is in the past 

Let it go, let it go 

Fractal theory, flow theory, and the logic of rooting to explain that being here is no longer across 

the Newtonian frontiers of the 19th and 20th centuries. A new science in this war of drones, computers, 

TikTok, and influencers. At the gates of the consolidation of a change in the work management regime 

and sensitibilies, this girl in that place puts the planet on notice that, although it will be increasingly 

"anchored" in the territories of the millions of surplus bodies, the world has changed.  
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2. SECOND POSTCARD. Pets, Children, and “going out with what is on” 

The photo of Ukrainian citizens leaving their country is clear: women, children, men, the elderly, 

young people, pets, and chinstraps as if it were a travel scenario. A postcard that has several dimensions:  

A) One that is tied to what Maximiliano Korstanje has been writing for a long time about what can 

be interpreted as a break in hospitality as a "code" of collective and individual interaction in the 

West. The war is a redefinition of the phrase that condensed in the nineties the migration to the 

United States and Europe "Wanted but not Wellcome", this 4,000,000 Ukrainians "are different" 

(from the million Latin Americans, Asians, etc.). Wars and this one come to accompany a 

“drama” that is now more than 40 years old, which is the growing flow of migrants, are always 

reasons to redefine reciprocity and proximity. Capitalism has decided, once again, to leave all 

"civilization" clothing, its reason shows the terror of its monsters.  

B) The clothes, their colors, texture, and design are the ones they had at hand, the ones that defended 

the most from the cold but also those that are “used” to travel, a trip that is dreamed of as brief 
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but that can last a lifetime. Dressed as tourists and thrown into the abyss of the migrant, millions 

of people carry their pets, a peculiarity of this special forced migration. Friends and loved animals 

are not abandoned: nothing that can be taken and that contains affection will be left for 

destruction. In a special situation at the international level of speciesism, Ukrainians travel with 

their close species: another message of transglobalization. Mass destruction is the destruction of 

the only species that can destroy everything: the human. 

C) The danger, the fear, and the urgency makes them select what can be carried. People, like in the 

Disney song, take an uncertain path, which can hardly be seen in the snow but in the face of the 

darkness of death, they let go of everything except what embodies affections. What can be carried, 

what is essential, and what is a defense against the uncertainty of the trip.  

 

 

 

3. THIRD POSTCARD. Social Networks, Devices and Virtuality 

The military use of drones is not new, nor is it a peculiarity of this confrontation, although 

it is true that there has been a very long list of military actions with these unmanned units that 

make aerial power, power to see from above, another great participant in the war and confirms it 

as a basic component of transglobalization: seeing from a distance and simultaneously the location 
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and movements of two or more agents at the same time is a factor of transformation of what is 

global and what can be seen in a same “here/now”. 

On the other hand, although since the Arab Spring, just to put an exemplary date, cell 

phones have been used for a specific purpose in the political contest, in this war they finish 

consecrating the "applications" as a means of communication, logistical support, and form of 

expressiveness/creativity. This new facet was exemplarily updated by the role of TikTok as a 

possibility to support the spirit of the soldiers, ensure the firmness of the resistance and 

accompany them in the long hours of waiting between one confrontation and another.  

 

 

 

Among the many cases that are reported, regardless of their military intelligence origin or not, an 

example of the place of the transglobal war is the one that ABC Redes reports as follows:  

“This is the case of Alex Hook, a Ukrainian military man who uses Tiktok to tell his daughter 

every day that he is still alive. Every day, this soldier turns to Tiktok to make his daughter smile. Both, 

father and daughter, used this social network to entertain themselves during the confinement derived 

from the coronavirus pandemic and maintained the custom once the coronavirus allowed them to return 

to life. Today, this soldier uses his profile to launch videos to keep hope alive. From a good morning 

message to images with colleagues dancing. In one of the most popular, which has more than 8 million 

likes, Alex Hook along with other soldiers appears dancing to the rhythm of 'Smells like teen spirit' by 

Nirvana. In a kind of war diary in which the soldier himself had to clarify that he was still alive. The lack 

of a video one day led to a barrage of messages on the Internet, false, that placed him in an attack in the 
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pro-Russian region of Donbas. Days later, Hook reappeared on Tiktok. "We are alive. We continue to 

fight for the independence of Ukraine»”.7  

Fame, instantaneity, moralization, and the elaboration of an economy of the politics of morality 

that since 2010 when Instagram was created began to become keys to the new planetary emotionalization.  

The "invasion war" is a hyper-observed conflict in and through social networks that consolidate 

its place in the processes of planetary emotionalization. In the context of this war and of the "current" 

4.0 societies, and with the massive connection between the "image makers", a set of practices is 

distinguished that are typical of social networks in general (digital marketing, charity, and political 

campaigns, etc.) and others that have been consecrated and/or consolidated thanks to Instagram. Among 

the last practices alluded to, we want to emphasize two here: instafame and instagratification, both very 

clear examples of the connections between seeing/touching/feeling that Instagram carries. One of the 

most interesting processes that are evident on Instagram is what Marwick has called Instafama, which 

implies the massive popularity of “ordinary” people who have become celebrities. 

Both Graeme Turner (2013) in “Understanding Celebrity” and Theresa Senft (2008) in her 

“Camgirls: celebrity and community in the age of social networks” had anticipated the multiplication of 

famous characters produced by the mass media and the internet; from reality shows to the massiveness 

of live webcams, people became characters in the format of massive and ephemeral celebrities. 

Taking the model of the Hollywood celebrity in the aesthetic, narrative, and even physical terms, 

the “instant famous” make the image their language and grammar in search of followers. In this context, 

Marwick argues: “I argue that Instagram represents a convergence of cultural forces: a mania for digital 

documentation, the proliferation of celebrity and microcelebrity culture, and conspicuous consumption. 

Instafame demonstrates that while microcelebrity is widely practiced, those successful at gaining attention 

often reproduce conventional status hierarchies of luxury, celebrity, and popularity that depend on the 

ability to emulate the visual iconography of mainstream celebrity culture. This emulation calls into 

question the idea that social media are an egalitarian, or even just a more accessible way for individuals 

to access the currency of the attention economy.” (Marwick, 2015, p. 139) 

The micro-celebrities for massive micro-environments and the massiveness of ordinary people 

are two of the poles that make visible the forms of use of the personal image as a vehicle of “popularity”, 

“fame” and “ recognition”. In the context of what Marwick has called an economy of attention, of 

“attracting attention”, have been developed on a planetary scale in conjunction with the impulse to live 

an experience in and through the image a set of practices around immediate enjoyment and gratifications. 

                                                           
7https://www.abc.es/tecnologia/redes/abci-alex-hook-soldado-ucraniano-baila-tiktok-para-decirle-hija-sigue-vivo-
202203081610_noticia.html 
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There is a particular mode of enjoyment associated with social networks in general and Instagram in 

particular: instagramtification.  

The arrangement of connections according to “followers” (similar to other networks), the likes 

in the shape of a heart, the profile descriptions, and the modalities of the most recent “status” on 

Instagram prepare and predispose for the game of rewards. 

In Instagram in particular, the images must trigger, awaken and/or provoke expressions of like-

dislike, attraction-repulsion, and empathy-indifference; what it cannot fail to produce is the satisfaction 

in the immediate enjoyment of making images that impact and produce emotions. Image makers have a 

great time capturing experiences. 

War seen instantly implies this apparent and taken for granted disconnection between power, 

money, and communication. The truth of the networks is that they are factories of emotions that make 

even war pass as something natural, planetary, and subjective; but at the same time it is 

created/manipulated, local, and acted. The transglobal aspect of war is its naturalization as a 

virtual/mobile/digital fact.  

 

4.- FOURTH POSTCARD Compulsive Just Transition and New Green Deal  

A widely “heard” expression since the beginning of the invasion war was that of “oligarch” to 

refer to the Russian super-millionaires who make up the Russian Bureau, the vast majority of whom are 

property owners of sports clubs, companies, and financial assets in the European Union countries. 

Another of the repeated references has been to what the “economic sanctions” imply, which made clear 

the interdependence in terms of the energy and food matrix and also its local and territorial “character”.  

On the other hand, for several years in the traditionally “progressive” environments of Europe 

and the United States, and a few less in Latin America, different versions of the new green deal, and the 

just transition has led to the concerns of intellectuals and politicians. The global crisis, whether it is what 

some understand as the Capitalocene or others as the Anthropocene, the obvious flaws in the energy 

equations and the sustained concentration of the corporations involved gave way to a set of discussions 

on how to achieve independence from fossil fuels, among many aspects of planetary depredation of 

environmental assets.  

It is very symptomatic that, added to the effects of the Pandemic, this Russian attack provides 

the European community with an "exit" from its dependence on Russian gas, increases the chances of 

investments in renewable energies, and makes available financing for research in said energies.  

A well-known Social Democratic publication published a Dossier that in its presentation states: 
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“In co-operation with our partners the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung and the Hans Böckler Stiftung, we 

explore the issue of 'just transition'. This idea has evolved, in a sense, as a sub-set of the Green New 

Deal. Making the ecological transition to a sustainable future is essential. 

From a social-democratic perspective, just transition needs to be implemented in a way that does 

not further increase social inequality. Otherwise, it will have negative social side effects, particularly in 

terms of lost jobs in fossil-fuel industries and fuel poverty for the socially excluded. 

This dossier elaborates what 'just transition' means—from the concept itself to its outworking on 

the ground. It includes contributions from the Spanish deputy prime minister and minister for the 

ecological transition, from leading figures in the trade union movement in Europe and internationally 

and from the director of the European consumer organization.” (Social Europe 2020: iii).  

As always, in order to maintain itself, capitalism metamorphoses, changes and elaborates a 

transition regime that allows it to “be there” with a growing imperceptibility of its presence. The earth 

and its species are at the mercy of changes that do not change.  

Since the beginning of the invasion, there has been almost the same emphasis on the economic 

consequences for the planet of the economic sanctions imposed on Russia as on the war itself, its gas 

pipelines, and its other commodities, together with the power of Ukraine as the "granary” of Europe, 

and its control of the Black Sea. The geopolitics of this war has been that of energy and food.  

Beyond the words, as always, are the sensations associated with the materiality of the conditions 

of existence, and this war, like so many others, reorganizes the politics of sensibilities that imply a "new" 

way of understanding and explaining the world.  

Beyond the words, as always, violence appears as a founding gesture of new colonization not yet 

fully defined at the level of the "natural" world, the transglobal is the solidarity reverse of the colonization 

of the inner planet. Colonization that with genetic design, endocrine disruptors, and nanotechnologies 

invading our bodies/emotions has been taking place, at least, since the last years of the last century.    
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C) Despite everything, HOPE 

But wars pass, innocents die but Hope remains. It is precisely the innocent people, the fragile, the 

massacred, the raped, the disappeared who nurture the collective actions of embodying the rejection of 

the planetary depredation system, colonization of the internal planet, and transglobalization.  

In the worst contexts, reciprocity, trust, happiness, and love appear as components of an 

unexpected hope that is multiplied by hundreds and thousands.   

Hope implies a set of anticipatory practices for the future. Hope is detached from the logic of 

patience and waiting as civic virtues promoted/built from the neo-colonial religion and as instantiations 

of the nucleus of the political economy of the moral of the current state of the planetary expansion of 

capital. The hopeful attitude is a rejection of the avoidance of conflict and the pornography of 

dispossession; it implies a break with respect to the claim to the validity of resignation as a closed and 

immutable totality; it consists of the dispute of the fanciful qualities of immediate enjoyment, and it is a 

practice that redefines inhabiting the world with others as equals. 

Hope is plotted on a day-to-day basis from the senses that interstitial practices provide as daily 

denials of the absoluteness of the truth regime on the inevitability of capitalism. Hope is co-constituted 

in the ellipsis of a life lived as a reciprocal sharing that re-inhabits tomorrow. Hope is the result of the 

guarantees given by millions of testimonies about remembering as the first act of a memory policy. Hope 

is woven into and from the networks of a being-being for the fruit that understands itself as a Moebesian 
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process of construction of another world. Hope is a way of inhabiting our times/spaces differently. Hope 

is a practice that challenges us to re-invent the future, anchored in the redefinition of yesterday, today 

and tomorrow. Hope is today, as is the future.  

The future is now: because every day we elaborate what we will be in each choice of coexistence; 

because it means the “presentification” of what we have been disputing, the conditionalities of what was 

“now”; and because it houses what is in it of common practices and collective interdictions. The future 

involves the forms from which we re-compose the webs of our practices of feeling, updating them from 

a hopeful attitude as a collective practice. To think/do/say the future is to desecrate what is of horrific 

surplus dispossession in the present. To paint the world in the colours of hope is to build the future. 

Today, 20 years into the 21st century, the colonization of the inner planet is being systematically 

completed and in the face of this, a radical critique of the available knowledge is needed to scrutinize the 

procedures, paths and vehicles of colonization. It is within this framework that the development of social 

sciences that can perform this task from a transdisciplinary perspective becomes imperative.   

In this context the War cannot destroy everything, as always, the totality is never totally closed, 

the claim of the totality of capitalism as the only way of life is denied by interstitial practices: hope is one 

of them. 
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